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ABSTRACT
The following project addresses how the preservation of memory is affected
when memorials and public exhibits develop within a dispersed material cultural
landscape. To address this problem, the Battle of Point Judith in May 1945 is
used a case study. The Battle of Point Judith and its associated wrecks, the
German U-853 and the American SS Black Point, display the positives and
negatives of memorialization and public exhibition for historical artifacts across
a decentralized material cultural landscape. After analyzing the characteristics
of memorials, museums, and memorial-museums through additional examples
like Auschwitz-Birkenau and Hiroshima, it may be seen that the Battle of Point
Judith is represented in memorials and museums but not in memorial-museums.
This may be because of its dispersed material cultural landscape, its smaller
comparative casualties, and its localized recognition at the time. However, the
variety of exhibition methods including small plaque memorials, artifact
exhibitions, and online exhibitions of Synthetic Aperture Sonar images have
maintained the battle’s place in the historical memory of New England. By
specifically synthesizing the history of the Battle of Point Judith and its post-war
salvage a reemphasis on preserving its place in local memory develops. This
recentralized model counters the dispersal of the material cultural landscape
and recognizes the importance of the Battle of Point Judith as a piece of Rhode
Island history. This project along with the recommendations and examples
provided by the U-505 exhibit convey that the creation of a memorial-museum
for the battle is possible. Due to the dispersed landscape, it may look different,

taking on a temporary or digital form, but its production would establish how
decentralized interpretations preserve New England’s memory of the Battle of
the Atlantic and how recentralized ones preserve Rhode Island’s memory of the
Battle of Point Judith. The reemphasis on local memory will serve veterans, their
families, and the Rhode Island public by offering a centralized synthesis of the
history.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Battle of Point Judith was one of the final confrontations between
Germany and the United States (US) in World War II’s (WWII) Battle of the
Atlantic. It resulted in the destruction of the German submarine/Unterseeboot
(U-boat) U-853 and the US Merchant Collier the SS Black Point. Both wrecks
were remembered in post-war history through salvage operations which
separated artifacts from the original wrecks and dispersed them throughout
New England. Some of the more notable artifacts are now in museum exhibits
or memorial displays that help to interpret the Battle of the Atlantic. This
decentralized cultural landscape makes the Battle of Point Judith an
interesting case study for the development of public exhibits and memorials. It
provides the opportunity to see what distributed commemorations do well, and
how they can inspire the development of a model, such as this synthesis that
recentralizes the narrative without disrupting current exhibits. Additional
recommendations such as online or temporary exhibits may also prove
beneficial for the virtual reconnection of the Battle of Point Judith in historical
memory. This thesis argues that there is a benefit to emphasizing the
combination of dispersed exhibits and centralized models. Dispersed exhibits
preserve the Battle of the Atlantic in the historical memory of US coastal
communities, while centralized models reemphasize local historical memory in
Rhode Island through the Battle of Point Judith. The combination of the two
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recognizes how the Battle of Point Judith is already incorporated into New
England’s historical memory and how it can be better remembered in Rhode
Island’s local memory.
The structure of this thesis is as follows: to properly understand the Battle
of Point Judith in its historical context and post-war memory, a review of the
literature on the Battle of the Atlantic and the development of museums and
memorials is presented, followed by an outline of the battle using primary and
secondary sources such as US Navy communications, interviews, and a press
release. Next a review of newspapers demonstrates the Battle of Point
Judith’s place in public memory thanks to salvage and memorial efforts in the
second half of the 20th century. The descriptions of memorialization
ceremonies for the battle supports the literature review that discusses the
development of memorials and exhibits in relation to warfare. This leads to the
definition of different commemoration styles as memorials, museums, and
memorial-museums. The three are characterized using examples of other
WWII commemorations such as Auschwitz-Birkenau, the Hiroshima Peace
Memorial, and the multiple exhibits for the Battle of Point Judith. These case
studies provide guidance and insight on how to recentralize historical memory
of the battle without physically disrupting pre-existing exhibits.
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORIOGRAPHY AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This project calls for the review of an extensive body of literature
covering multiple genres. These genres may be split into two broad
categories, one focusing on the scholarship of the Battle of the Atlantic and
one focusing of the scholarship of memorialization and commemoration. The
Battle of the Atlantic refers to the conflict during World War II (WWII) that
featured Germany’s submarine/Unterseeboot (U-boat) campaign against Allied
merchant ships and their associated convoys as they attempted to control
Allied shipping routes. These shipping routes included but were not limited to
those connecting the United States (US) and Britain, the US and Africa, and
routes following US coastal shipping. The discussion of commemorative sites
developed for the Battle of the Atlantic highlights the ways memory may be
preserved. The formats of this preservation include memorials, monuments,
and museums, each of which have their own purposes. In some cases, the
mission remains the same over time, while others evolve, exhibiting changes
in display and meaning over time.
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2.1 US NAVAL LOGISTICS AND THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC
The Battle of the Atlantic was a conflict that extended from the northernmost to the southern-most part of the Atlantic Ocean. Its extensive nature and
complex influence on World War II (WWII) led historians to analyze various
aspects of the conflict including time frame, geographic area, and themes such
as operations, logistics, strategy, and propaganda. In the US, the themes
intersect with a general debate about the contributions of federal forces, such
as the US Army and Navy, versus forces, that had more localized jurisdiction
such as the US Coast Guard with the assistance of volunteers, to the defense
of the US coast during WWII.
The first scholars to discuss the Battle of the Atlantic were
commissioned by the US Navy as historians with the purpose of recording the
efforts of the federal and local groups. The pressure to publish at the end of
the war was threefold. First, the new scholarship was useful in naval education
and tactical training that reflected rapid wartime technological advancements.
Second, quick publication served to cement allied activity and perspective into
the narrative in an official capacity, lending authenticity to the material which
was being recorded as the war went along by people who were experiencing it
firsthand in military ranks.
Third, WWII dramatically impacted and changed many lives in the US,
and there was an internal desire to record the events that not only shaped a
generation but continued to persist in the public’s consciousness in the post
war period. The first of these officers to publish a work on the Battle of the
4

Atlantic was Duncan Ballantine, a reserve officer in Chief Naval Operations
tasked with historical duty. Ballantine’s U.S. Naval Logistics in the Second
World War was published in 1947 and focuses exclusively on the theme of
logistical issues. He covers the entire war, with a focus on US Naval forces
and their role in defense. The logistical theme covered the actions and duties
of federal players in designating tasks. Ballantine argues that the shortages
and slow responses felt at the beginning of the war stemmed from logistical
discrepancies and not a lack of production resources on the part of the US
Navy.3 These logistical discrepancies included a lack of communication
between naval ranks and the allotment of responsibility in the strategic
planning for naval movements.4 Ballantine’s narrative on the importance of
logistics is adopted by other scholars from this early post-war period who use
it to explain the high tonnage losses particularly in 1942 and 1943. This
perspective diverts blame for the large losses from errors in judgement to
logistical problems.
The focus on the success of tactical decision making may be attributed
to a desire in the immediate post-war narratives to highlight the responsibility
and success of US Naval officials on a federal level that led to Allied victory.
This analysis suggests the establishment of US Naval posterity in a post-war
society. Published in 1952, the autobiography, Fleet Admiral King: A Naval
Record by Fleet Admiral Ernest King and Commander in the US Naval
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Duncan Ballantine, U.S. Naval Logistics in the Second World War (Newport, RI: Naval War
College Press, 1947), 82.
4 Ballantine, U.S. Naval Logistics in the Second World War, 82.
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Reserve Walter Whitehill establishes this posterity. The autobiography
discusses King’s life with an intense focus on his role during the international
conferences that determined WWII strategy.5 As such, there are biases in the
way these historical events are recorded and presented because the focus is
on the significant involvement of one individual. The autobiography’s thematic
focus is the impact a few officials at the federal level had on the successful
strategic decision making for Allied efforts in the Battle of the Atlantic.
King’s legacy was also remembered in the immediate post-war histories
through the efforts of Samuel Eliot Morison. Morison was a prominent Harvard
professor. After a discussion with President Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR),
he was commissioned as a US Naval Lieutenant commander in 1942. His task
like Ballantine and Whitehill, was to record the history of US Naval operations
during the war from the perspective of an enlisted man. To solve the issue of
choosing between criteria for time, area, and theme, Morison wrote a series of
fifteen books covering various time frames and aspects of US Naval activities.
His book History of United States Naval Operations in World War II: The
Atlantic Battle Won May 1943-May 1945 is the second of two books in the
series of fifteen that specifically recorded the Battle of the Atlantic. Morison
claimed that the US Navy was unprepared for war because of Pearl Harbor
and logistical issues in naval operations. These shortcomings included
jurisdictional command issues between the US Army and Navy in the

5

Ernest J King and Walter Muir Whitehill, Fleet Admiral King: A Naval Record (New York:
W.W. Norton, 1952), vii-7.
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development of effective coastal defenses, and the failure to use concentrated
air power on U-boat targets.6 Morison does not ignore the responsibility of
federal powers in this allotment. As in Fleet Admiral King: A Naval Record,
Morison highlights the impact of Admiral King as he dealt with units including
air and water-based initiatives. Morison noted that air patrol operations were
directly controlled by the local naval commander. While day to day operations
were within this jurisdiction, King controlled the movement of naval forces.7
Morison establishes the influence King held while also transferring
responsibility to local naval commanders. Thus, miscommunication between
ranks and military branches still arose especially as the focus of US forces by
King and FDR was concentrated elsewhere in the cross Atlantic convoy
efforts. Morison’s work demonstrates how the focused support of these
measures demonstrates how the input of a few individuals on the federal level
could impact policy so easily. In this case, it was King and FDR’s favoring of
the convoy system regarding the protection of international Allied relations that
determined the allotment of US Naval forces.
In 1957 Malcolm Willoughby published another post-war scholarship,
the U.S. Coast Guard in World War II. Willoughby was also a historical officer
for the First Naval District, but he was appointed a bit later in 1945. Unlike the
other historians identified, Willoughby focuses on local forces responsible for
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Samuel Morison, History of United States Naval Operations in World War II (Boston: Little,
Brown, 1962), 7-8, 30-31.
7 Morison, History of United States Naval Operations in World War II, 22-23.
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maintaining the coastal defenses.8 Issues of productivity and
miscommunication left it to the Coast Guard and other volunteers to provide
coastal defense that included everyday patrols. The defenses built were
extensive and mentioned by Morison and Willoughby.9 Some coastal defenses
were better equipped than others and including land-based and water-based
deterrents such as batteries, mines, air and small vessel patrols, and armed
escort craft. It was common for the Coast Guard to press smaller local vessels
into service because of short supply, but their numerous patrols both in the air
and on the water acted as deterrents to German U-boats. Deterrents were
needed since the main purpose of the Army batteries was to hold off a shipbased invasion force and not deter an underwater attack. Willoughby
remembers the efforts of the Coast Guard as heroic highlighting their work on
the necessary, but tedious, line of patrols and rescue missions for the crew of
torpedoed vessels.
One element in these early histories that carried into subsequent
publications in the 1980s was the attention to detail. The further away WWII
became, the more research was done to preserve the history of the period by
continuing to focus on the impact of specific commanders and how they
contributed to Allied success. At the federal level, Thomas Buell published
Master of Sea Power: A Biography of Fleet Admiral Ernest J King. Buell
follows the Admiral’s life before, during, and after WWII while recounting his

8 Malcolm F. Willoughby, The U.S. Coast Guard in World War II (Annapolis, Maryland: A
Naval Institute Publication, 1957), 37-38.
9 Morison, History of United States Naval Operations in World War II, 11, 30-31.
Willoughby, The U.S. Coast Guard in World War II, 37-38.
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naval policies.10 Most significantly Buell notes, it was King’s emphasis on
having a US Pacific strategy that pushed the Navy to pursue a two-front or
two-ocean war.11
Scholarship such as the Defenses of Narragansett Bay in WWII by
Walter Schroder addresses the consequences of maintaining a Pacific
strategy at the local level. Schroder states that the refocusing of Navy efforts
to the Pacific limited the construction of new coastal defenses at home.12
However, Schroder communicates that this shortcoming was not significantly
felt as the need for coastal defenses decreased by 1944.13 By juxtaposing the
local consequences from Pacific strategy with the catalog of locally
constructed and reinforced batteries and forts Schroder emphasizes that the
coast was sufficiently defended. Significant in New England was the 243rd
Coast Artillery Regiment of the National Guard and the 10th Coast Artillery
Regiment.14 Defenses of Narragansett Bay in WWII addresses some of the
gaps in local history following the war. Like Buell’s biography, Schroder’s
research introduces details that add complexity to the scholarship on the
Battle of the Atlantic. However, Schroder’s work is a militaristic review of
defensive developments within Narragansett Bay, while Buell’s records the
personal experiences. The importance of personal experiences became more
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Thomas Buell, Master of Sea Power: A Biography of Fleet Admiral Ernest J. King (Boston:
Little, Brown, 1980), 5-7.
11 Buell, Master of Sea Power: A Biography of Fleet Admiral Ernest J. King, 1-4.
12 Walter K. Schroder, Defenses of Narragansett Bay in World War II, (Chapel Hill, North
Carolina: Rhode Island Publications Society, 1980), 2, 68-71.
13 Schroder, Defenses of Narragansett Bay in World War II, 68-71.
14 Schroder, Defenses of Narragansett Bay in World War II, 6-9.
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prominent in 1990 as the 50th anniversary of World War II and approached
and scholarly publications increased.
In the 1990s, scholarship began to call attention to the personal
experiences of the German submariners and the Allied sailors. Additionally,
scholars continued to address the role played by federal authorities like
Admiral King and FDR in managing the war. Two works published in 1990
included Operation Drumbeat by Michael Gannon and Unsung Sailors: The
Naval Armed Guard in World War II by Justin F. Gleichauf. Gannon and
Gleichauf both highlight individual experiences that tell the story of the Battle
of the Atlantic. Gannon’s focus on individual experiences emphasizes the
themes, perspectives, and timelines previously debated by WWII historians. It
also reinforces the need for historians to define their works by time, area, or
theme. Gannon’s work also reinforces the leadership of King and FDR and the
tactical need for the Allies, including the US, to defend British bound shipping
lanes.15 Like Willoughby, Gleichauf uses individual stories to commemorate
the heroism of a particular group during WWII, the US Merchant Marine and
their associates in convoy efforts, defenses, and patrols during the Battle of
the Atlantic.16 Overall, his work covers an area not sufficiently addressed in
historical accounts of the Battle of the Atlantic. Gleichauf’s research is
supported by What a Difference a Bay Makes, a collection of scholarly essays
on the history of Narragansett Bay. The article “Overnight Boats from New

15

Michael Gannon, Operation Drumbeat: Germany’s U-Boat Attacks Along the American
Coast in World War II, (New York: Harper Row, 1990), 170-179.
16 Justin F. Gleichauf, Unsung Sailors: The Naval Armed Guard in World War II (Annapolis,
Maryland: Naval Institute Press, 1990), ix-xii.
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York to Narragansett Bay” by Edwin Dunbaugh recognizes how Newport
became a naval base whose economic vitality was connected to war
industries.17 The importance of these strong economic ties is emphasized in
Anthony Nicolosi’s article “The Navy and Narragansett Bay” where he
reiterates the massive size of US Naval operations in Newport, Rhode Island
during WWII. According to Nicolosi, the Bay was “now the site of a major
operating base.”18 Nicolosi also credits volunteers and citizens who like the US
Merchant Marine were somewhat absent from the original narratives. These
people included the civilians who worked at Torpedo Station researching and
developing underwater explosives who produced 8,000 torpedoes for the war
effort.19
The attention to personal experience continues with editors Timothy
Runyan and Jan Copes in To Die Gallantly: The Battle of the Atlantic. Runyan
and Copes express empathy toward the lives of submariners and the terrible
deaths that awaited them if they failed.20 This emphasis speaks to a futility of
war that is not perceived in many other analytical histories. However, a work
published in 1997, U-Boats Destroyed: German Submarine Losses in the

17 Edwin L. Dunbaugh, “Overnight Boats from New York to Narragansett Bay,” in What a
Difference a Bay Makes, edited by Rhode Island Historical Society, (Providence, Rhode
Island: Rhode Island Department of State Library Services: 1993), 58-61.
18 Anthony Nicolosi, “The Naval Heritage of Narragansett Bay: The Navy and Narragansett
Bay,” In What a Difference a Bay Makes, edited by Rhode Island Historical Society,
(Providence, Rhode Island: Rhode Island Department of State Library Services: 1993), 98103.
19 Nicolosi, “The Naval Heritage of Narragansett Bay: The Navy and Narragansett Bay,” 98103.
20 David Syrett, “”Situation Extremely Dangerous”: Three Atlantic Convoys in February 1943,”
in To Die Gallantly: The Battle of the Atlantic edited by Jan M. Copes and Timothy J. Runyan,
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1994) 166-183.
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World Wars by Paul Kemp supports this same analysis. These perspectives
pulled on historical and thematic focuses not addressed elsewhere. Copes
and Runyan recognize that the German’s U-boat efforts if managed properly
had the potential to disable Allied activity in the Atlantic. This might have
effectively cut off the US from Europe, eliminating the US as a major source of
production for her European allies. Runyan goes further by examining what
may have caused the downfall in U-boat management, recognizing that
Hitler’s unwillingness to invest in innovating civilian scientists (like the US)
severely limited their production and development.21 Had Germany decided to
allot more resources to the Battle of the Atlantic, the outcome may have been
different.
The focus on personal experiences was not the only element to come
out of scholarship in the 1990s. Kevin Smith’s work Conflict over Convoys:
Anglo-American Logistics Diplomacy in the Second World War refocuses on
the role of federal powers arguing that upon the declaration of war, FDR
shifted the weight of US military power to endorse the ‘Europe-first’ strategy.22
FDR’s preference toward European support directed the decisions of naval
convoy movements. The familiar narrative about the Allies overcoming
obstacles with a perfect line of success through the decisions of a few great
leaders is reiterated in Clay Blair’s book Hitler’s U-boat War: The Hunted,

21 Werner Rahn, “The Atlantic in the Strategic Perspective of Hitler and Roosevelt, 19401941,” in To Die Gallantly: The Battle of the Atlantic edited by Jan M. Copes and Timothy J.
Runyan, (Boulder: Westview Press, 1994), 1-19.
22 Kevin Smith, Conflict over Convoys: Anglo-American Logistics Diplomacy in the Second
World War (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 64-132.
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1942-45. Blair argues the allied victory in the Battle of the Atlantic was never in
doubt as the German U-boat force never came close to winning.23 This
narrative does not allocate responsibility for the great loss of tonnage along
the east coast during the Battle of the Atlantic and hides its historical
complexity. There is a notion in Blair’s analysis that the hindsight of the author
to historical content can influence arguments. By arguing that the Allies’ victory
in the Battle of the Atlantic was never in doubt, Blair echoes a propagandized
air that communicates an easy Allied victory in the Battle of the Atlantic. It
uses the advantage of historical hindsight available in the 1990s to make the
argument. However, Blair fails to reflect the complexities of the Battle of the
Atlantic and the uncertainty of victory felt by the Allies at the time. Most
significantly, Blair ignores the severity of U-boat attacks along the US coast
and the impact of the shipping losses.
Another book written by Michael Gannon in 1998, Black May,
readdresses some of the themes discussed in the early histories. Like
Morison’s separation, Gannon chooses to focus on the Battle of the Atlantic’s
height from 1942-1943 with a thematic and area focus on the threat that Uboat operations posed to the mid and north Atlantic and the decisions made
by the United States and Britain to emphasize the presence of convoy
operations in this area.24 Gannon spotlights the work of the British Navy,
referencing the longevity of their commitment in the U-boat conflict during

23 Blair’s direct quote: “at no time did German u-boat force ever come close to winning the
‘Battle of the Atlantic”
Clay Blair. Hitler’s U-boat War: The Hunted, 1942-45. (New York: Random House, 1998), xii.
24 Michael Gannon, Black May, (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1998), xvii-xxviii.
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WWII, focusing on sources associated with this nation and time, and the
eventual allied strategy of ‘Europe-First.’25 The threat of German U-boats to
Britain was longer than that experienced by the US during WWII, as the
conflict between Britain and Germany for Atlantic control began in 1939. The
British feared that the elimination of Allied shipping would be catastrophic for
British and Allied efforts in the European theatre. While this timeline impacted
strategic decisions made by the Allies, Gannon emphasizes the need to focus
on the events of 1943. Gannon reviews numerous firsthand accounts detailing
the Battle of the Atlantic in that year. His work attempts to do justice to the
complexity of the Battle of the Atlantic. His intentions are reflected in another
book he wrote on the conflict, Operation Drumbeat, which also focuses on
specific years so as to supply greater details. In this work, Gannon specifically
addresses the official histories released during the first thirteen years after the
war ended. Gannon argues that the narrative promoting the notion that federal
officials had doubts about the effectiveness of convoys is a false
representation of what high-ranking officials thought at the time. In actuality,
Gannon argued high-ranking officials like King were sold on the convoy’s
effectiveness, arguing for greater support in the development of antisubmarine ships.26 Gannon thus reflects Smith’s analysis from 1996 that FDR
and King’s policies had faith in the success of convoy efforts. Noting that
officials had doubts about the effectiveness of convoys, shifted peoples’
perceptions to communicate they were not oblivious to the coastal threat and

25
26

Gannon, Black May, xvii-xxviii.
Gannon, Black May, xvii-xxviii.
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were working to increase the defenses that were in short supply because of
production issues stemming from events like Pearl Harbor. Gannon
emphasizes that these were incorrect narratives promoted by authors to shift
responsibility away from the tactical decisions made by high-ranking federal
officials. The designation of responsibility considering the heavy losses
experienced during the Battle of the Atlantic becomes an underlying focus in
the resulting historical scholarship.
Published works into the 2000s focus on individuals and groups
residing in coastal communities that contributed to the Battle of the Atlantic.
These groups include the US Coast Guard and Merchant Marine. Robert
Browning in United States Merchant Marine Casualties of WWII published in
2011 and W.R. Gray in “Navigating Propaganda’s Sea Lanes: A Fresh Look at
Action in the North Atlantic” reiterate Gleichauf’s message acknowledging the
contributions of the US Merchant Marine.27 Gray even recognizes that full
credit to the US Merchant Marine really does not appear until the end of the
war, when it became clear that the casualty rate among their ranks was
matched only by the Marine Corps.28 Gray also indirectly communicates why
scholarship like Kemp, Runyan and Copes’ in the 1990s might be necessary.
He analyzes how propaganda against the Germans was extensive during the
war. It was produced by the US to demonize German U-boat crews and

27 Russel W. Gray, “Navigating Propaganda's Sea Lanes: A Fresh Look at Action in the North
Atlantic,” Journal of American Culture 27, no. 1 (2004): 81–85.
Robert M. Browning, United States Merchant Marine Casualties of WWII (Jefferson, North
Carolina: McFarland & Company, 2011) 1-5.
28 Gray, “Navigating Propaganda's Sea Lanes: A Fresh Look at Action in the North Atlantic,”
81–85.
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emphasize a hero villain dichotomy between the Allies and the Axis powers.
This process dehumanized German troops meaning the development of any
commemorations for deceased forces by the US was highly unlikely. It was not
until the anniversaries of World War II in the 1990s as veterans reached old
age and new generations came of age that a re-humanization of some
German forces occurred. Thus, narratives like Kemp’s and Runyan and
Copes’ marked the manner in which historical analyses reintroduced the
perspectives of German forces. Similar to Brown and Gray’s work, in 2014,
Homer Hickam in Torpedo Junction: The U-boat war Off America’s East
Coast, 1942 recognizes the heroic contributions of the US Coast Guard, albeit
earlier in 1996. His research matches the contributions of Willoughby which
outline the US Coast Guard’s role in patrolling, rescuing sailors, and protecting
the US coast throughout WWII.29
Despite the efforts of the US Merchant Marine, Coast Guard, and Army
in shoring up US coastal defenses the threat of U-boat attacks remained
significant along the coast. Jonathan Hoppe describes the prominence of this
danger in “Ghosts of Operation Drumbeat” published in 2016.30 Hoppe
discusses the recent explorations of wrecks off the coast of North Carolina’s
Outer Banks.31 The explorations exposed ships that were victims of U-boat
attacks and of friendly fire from underwater mines that were installed for
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coastal protection.32 The large wreckage field discussed in Hoppe’s article
reflects the extensive threat US coastal shipping faced from U-boat attacks
during the war. Hoppe discusses how the Coast Guard tried to fill the deficit of
protective vessels due to the demands of cross Atlantic convoys by utilizing
local resources and enlisting small, private, craft as secret observation
platforms. Thus, the vessels protecting the coast were significantly drawn from
local resources through the organization and operations of the US Coast
Guard in an attempt to protect coastal merchant shipping.
The threat to coastal shipping was a theme of discussion in the Battle of
the Atlantic. In “Undefended Shore” by Ed Offley, published in 2018, the threat
of U-Boats to coastal shipping came from the absence of US Naval forces due
to the decision to send convoys and troop transports across the Atlantic.33 Like
Blair, in this analysis, Offley integrates the benefit of hindsight to assess
strategic decision making to explain the displacement of forces and high
shipping losses. This was the result of a tactical decision rather than a
logistical shortcoming. Thus, Offley again points to the importance of federal
policy makers. Simultaneously, Offley recognizes the input of local forces that
Hoppe also considers. The efforts of the US Coast Guard to cover the deficit
of US Naval forces in coastal defenses included the use of old destroyers and
Coast Guard cutters.
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The Battle of the Atlantic was a complex conflict. Jonathan Dimbleby
argues this point in The Battle of the Atlantic: how the Allies won the war,
published in 2016.34 Dimbleby notes that that the conflict’s identification as a
‘battle’ is inappropriate. Dimbleby explains that the term does not do justice to
the multifaceted nature of the conflict which was fought on various fronts over
many years. It “was not a battle but a campaign.”35 Dimbleby explains the
need for contextual specifications in research such as time, area, and theme.
These themes were addressed by prior scholars. By examining federal and
local influences separately, Dimbleby focuses his analysis on the federal, with
a new appreciation for the Battle of the Atlantic’s strategy. He argues the
decisions had more to do with issues of internal and international relations as
exemplified through Offley’s discussion of FDR’s influence over the positioning
of naval resources. Eric Wiberg continues this discussion through his
extensive research on the threat of U-boats to New England during the Battle
of the Atlantic in U-boats in New England. Unlike the sponsored histories that
came out directly after the war or the ones influenced by a national pride,
Wiberg directly assigns responsibility for shipping losses to the US Navy who
due to a breakdown in communication did not enforce blackout protocols along
the coast, instead pushing a significant amount of responsibility onto the Coast
Guard.36 Wiberg also identifies the logistical errors Ballantine discusses

34Jonathan
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stating the US Navy “undermined competent sector leaders with administrative
tasks and ill-trained support.”37 Wiberg argues that the Navy’s shortcomings in
these areas “undermine[d] the public’s perception of, and confidence in, the
Navy as a combat-ready force.”38 However, as the war progressed and the US
Navy took advice from their Allies, they employed strategies that were more
affective at deterring U-boats such as the introduction of the hunter-killer
groups. The study and influence of propaganda is a common theme in
historical scholarship.
In works like Gray’s, the use of propaganda by the US to demonize
German forces during WWII is the product being studied, but this was not the
only way propaganda influenced reporting. Dimbleby acknowledges that
another use was the concealment and misreporting of the deaths of Allied
sailors.39 This was a common tactic used to reduce fear of Allied losses to Uboats and encourage American spirit. Dimbleby implies that these tactics are
inappropriate by addressing the manner in which the Third Reich heroically
commemorated their U-boat crews.40 It was not until well after the war and into
the 1990s that the US Coast Guard and Merchant Marine were fully
recognized for their contributions to coastal defenses.
The scholarship on the Battle of the Atlantic is extensive, but it can be
viewed chronologically with changes in focus over time. It begins with a
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federally sanctioned narrative intent on establishing their exemplary leadership
by shifting the blame for heavy losses in shipping to logistical instead of
tactical decisions. Beginning in the 1990s concurrent with the 50th anniversary
of World War II, the dehumanization of war that had been encouraged by
propaganda was undone. It was undone through an emphasis on personal
experiences including those of local forces. Scholarship through the 2000s
reflected many of the themes that earlier historians had addressed, but they
also introduced new ways of thinking about the responsibility for shipping
losses. The historiography on the Battle of the Atlantic proves to be just as
vast and multifaceted as the conflict itself. Reviewing the changes in literature
over time illuminates why memorials for the Battle of Point Judith were created
in the 1990s. Additionally, the increased recognition of personal stories from
groups such as the US Coast Guard and Merchant Marine affected the
formation of historical memory on the Battle of the Atlantic in New England.
Through local exhibits, the historical memory of New England in the Battle of
the Atlantic is preserved, but the remembrance of specific local events was
interrupted for the Battle of Point Judith. While the naval history and stories of
German U-Boats off-shore remain in Rhode Island lore, the prominence of the
Battle of Point Judith is missing as a result of its dispersed material landscape.
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2.2 MEMORIALS, MUSEUMS, AND MEMORY
Remembrances of World War II (WWII) appear in various formats
including memorials, museums, and monuments. How their purposes have
developed to preserve the memory of warfare is exemplified through their
historiographical record. Reimaging the War Memorial, Reinterpreting the
Great War: The Formats of British Commemorative Fiction by Marzena
Sokolowska-Paryz is a work cataloging various approaches to war memorials.
Sokolowska-Paryz recalls a vast body of work written on memorial studies
over time. Some of those works that are influential to this particular
conversation on the development of memorials, monuments, and museums
include George L. Mosse’s Fallen Soldiers written in 1990 which also includes
an interesting study on ‘the myth of war experience,’ James Young’s The
Texture of Memory: Holocaust Memorials and Meaning written in 1993, Jay
Winter’s Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning written in 1995, David W. Lloyd’s
Battlefield Tourism also written in 1998.41 Sokolowska-Paryz’s main analysis
addresses the difference between the development of memorials and
monuments following World War I (WWI) in combination with how time and

41 The myth of war experience discusses the glory associated with conflict.
George L. Mosse, Fallen Soldiers: reshaping the memory of the world wars (New York: Oxford
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(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 1.
David William Lloyd, Battlefield Tourism: Pilgrimage and the Commemoration of the Great
War in Britain, Australia and Canada, 1919-1939 (London: Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 1998)
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James Edward Young, The Texture of Memory: Holocaust Memorials and Meaning (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1993) 1.
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perspective influenced that association. Memorials are discussed as an
occasion or a space that allows for loss to be expressed often at the national
level. Sokolowska-Paryz associates war veterans and their families with this
purpose for war memorials. In the 1950s and 1960s the purpose of war
memorials was a space for the expression of loss. Sokolowska-Paryz also
identifies monuments as objects for the communication of national pride.42
These monuments take many forms including statues and plaques. The
monument’s purpose as a national pride may be connected to an analytical
approach that developed in the 1990s following the deaths of many veterans
and the disassociation of new generations with past historical events.
Ultimately, Sokolowska-Paryz’s discussion of the difference between
memorials and monuments demonstrates that these processes of
remembrance bear an “inflexibility of form and the malleability of meaning.”43
Jay Winter in Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning furthers Sokolowska-Paryz’s
position by identifying war memorials as a piece of the landscape. There is an
associated permanence in their positioning, but their intentions have a “halflife,” meaning they deteriorate as generations passed.44
The transformation of memorials’ intentions comes from the
generational changes cited by both Winter and Sokolowska-Paryz. Winter also
recognizes that memorials are designated remembrances of loss and serve in

42 Sokolowska-Paryz, Reimaging the War Memorial, Reinterpreting the Great War: The
Formats of British Commemorative Fiction, 1-5.
43Sokolowska-Paryz, Reimaging the War Memorial, Reinterpreting the Great War: The
Formats of British Commemorative Fiction, 22.
44 Winter, Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning: The Great War in European cultural history, 9495.
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the grief process as a means to forget.45 Generational changes, impact the
contextual understanding of a memorial, and the process of forgetting through
grief may obscure original intent. In this case, the combination of SokolowskaParyz and Winter’s analysis recognizes a lapse in communication between
generations that allows various interpretations of the memorial to co-exist. For
example, Winter’s work and this focus represents memorials that were
prominent amidst the population of the 1990s and associated with national
pride. However, he recognizes that images of national pride also evoke
traditional themes of great warriors creating a deeper understanding of loss.
Winter also recognizes prides’ presence at the local level and analyzes the
way memorials highlight artisan contributions from the community. The art
provides monetary and commemorative influences within the local population.
The scholars recognize that the construction and interpretation of war
memorials is multifaceted and affected by factors including generational
associations, political motivations, and local contributions.
Memorials and monuments are only one way that war is remembered,
another is the museum. Unlike memorials which are often linked to war,
museums define their purpose by traversing more themes. Recent works
address how the mission and production methods of museums is still
fluctuating, but there is a trend toward emphasizing the community. This trend
establishes the museum’s purpose as a host for conversations that educate
through open dialog. These conversations, in turn, may be internally or
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externally classified. Randy Roberts in “Museums as Sites of ‘“being in
conversation”’: A Hermeneutic Phenomenological Study” identifies the
museum’s conversational element as internal when it occurs between the
museum staff, the community, and the objects it exhibits. In this way the
content is developed through the heavy influence of museum staff who may be
considered ‘in-house.’46 A shift away from this classification is in Ceren
Karadeniz and Ezgi Ozdemir’s “Which Museum? Change in Museum Studies
and the New Museology.” They describe significant museum structural
changes in which institutions shift from a collection oriented focus to one that
is community based.47 A better demonstration of this style emerges in “The
Devil is in the Detail: Museum Displays and the Creation of Knowledge” where
Stephanie Moser describes how influential museums deliver disciplinary
knowledge to the public.48 Thus, the museum’s exhibit is more externally
focused as it intends to deliver something to the public that sparks a
conversation between the museum and its audience. This slightly external
focus in exhibit preparation places Moser, Karadeniz, and Ozdemir’s between
completely internal or external styles. The external style of conversation brings
factors outside the museum’s immediate prerogative into play. Through the
work of Stephen Well and an interview with Jennifer Tucker and David Serlin,
the external format is defined as museum exhibition is affected by input from
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the community. In the interview “Guns, Germs, and Public History,” Serlin and
Tucker state the necessity for museums to pair discussions about current
social issues with historical artifacts.49 Input from societal issues works into
museums, thus allowing changes in the outside world to affect exhibit content.
Stephen Well in Making Museums Matter similarly identifies the value of
external conversation by recognizing the importance of community criticisms
and evaluations in the development of exhibits.50 The intention behind these
changes is to better converse with the community. However, Well does not
argue that the community must be consulted for all decisions. Well
acknowledges that exhibits change based on the type of Institute and their
professional alignments.51 Thus, he presents the underlying question: which
carries more weight in museum development, the external community or
internal factors?
Other scholars address the importance of external verses internal
factors in museum development. Gail Anderson in Reinventing the Museum,
The Evolving Conversation on the Paradigm Shift aligns with Well’s focus on
the impact of institutional factors. Anderson argues that a museum’s
identification as traditional versus reinvented (an examination of the internal
versus external style) are impacted by its institutional values, its governance,
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its management strategies, and its communication ideologies.52 The notion of
a traditional style museum is further explained in other works like Mary
Alexander’s Museums in Motion: An Introduction to the History and Functions
of Museums. Alexander discusses how museums originated with the purpose
of fulfilling a human’s innate desire to collect and conserve old items.53
Karadeniz and Ozdemir support this by also recognizing that the original
museum format was collection oriented.54 Only later did they develop an
audience-oriented focus. The internal versus external styles of museum
development are defined by the ways they value collection, conservation,
exhibition, and interpretation.
Overall, museums have an important impact on the community.
According to Moser in “The Devil is in the Detail: Museum Displays and the
Creation of Knowledge” the museum is defined as an institution that delivers
disciplinary knowledge to the public.55 Museums have an important role in
forming public knowledge which is recognized in Robert’s, “Museums as Sites
of “being in conversation: A Hermeneutic Phenomenological Study,” Well’s,
Making Museums Matter, Tucker and Serlin’s “Guns, Germs, and Public
History”, and Karadeniz and Ozdemir’s “Which Museum? Change in Museum
Studies and the New Museology.”56 Thus, museum exhibitions must be
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produced with an attention to integrity, ethics, and public engagement. These
factors are listed by Well as equally important.57 The current literature
suggests that these developments strive to provide communities with
engaging content that better preserves memory. To some, such as Kathy
Kubicki, in “Reinventing History: Warren Neidich Photography, Re-enactment,
and Contemporary Event Culture,” these attempts fall short. Through the
photographic work and criticisms of Warren Neidich, Kubicki establishes the
deficiencies of audience-oriented formats such as living history interpretations
and re-enactments. The scholars identify that compared to photographic
evidence, they come across as inauthentic and fictional.58 Communities and
museums as public institutions continue to debate museum curatorial
decisions. These debates and societal influences resulted in a flexible
definition of museal purpose and structuring. Some scholars consider this
flexible format to be ideal for recognizing ethical considerations and
encouraging public dialog that leads to changes in exhibition based on the
needs and directions of society. According to editors like Lindsey Freeman,
Benjamin Nienass, and Rachel Daniell in Silence, Screen, and Spectacle:
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Rethinking Social Memory in the Age of Information, “ethical remembering
requires plurality and dexterity with respect to communication and reception.”59
The preservation of memory within each of these formats: memorials,
monuments, and museums rely upon a structured system that is internally
constructed, but often that structure can change and fluctuate based on the
external desires of the community. In museums, the communal element
instigates change through varying levels of conversation. Likewise, memorials
and monuments change based on generational dispositions of visitors. George
L. Mosse’s work Fallen Soldiers, David W. Lloyd’s work Battlefield Tourism,
and James Young’s work The Texture of Memory: Holocaust Memorials and
Meaning examine the role of the people as preservers of memory as opposed
to physical structures. George Mosse’s Fallen Soldiers examines how the
volunteer soldiers perpetuated the ‘myth of war experience.’60 This perception
consisted of an understanding that war was a glorious way to obtain honors.
This glory hid the horrors of war including the blood, gore, and shell shock that
would leave soldiers with post-traumatic stress disorder for the rest of their
lives. Mosse addresses the prevalence of this myth around WWI noting how
the large number of deaths in the Great War were remembered as glorious
and not in vain. The large number of war effort volunteers demonstrated how
this belief permeated into populations and was communicated in physical
memorials that recorded their glorious deaths. However, the more poignant

59Edited by Lindsey A. Freeman, Benjamin Nienass, and Rachel Daniell, Silence, Screen, and
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example is Mosse’s identification of how memory is preserved through the
movement of people, a practice that traces back to the Napoleonic wars.61 The
use of the movement of people to demonstrate the preservation of memory
continues in David Lloyd’s Battlefield Tourism, a look at commemorations of
the Great War in Britain, Australia, and Canada.62 Lloyd uses these locations
to demonstrate how the physical memorial or site did less for preservation of
memory than we like to think. Instead, memory of past events is maintained,
reiterated, and sanctified by the movement of people in and out of the sites.63
Their pilgrimage to these locations maintains a memory that is honorable,
educational, and pious all at once. While the geographical field of battle
changed significantly over time, the memory of the people and events remain.
Museums and memorials may add to this preservation of memory, but for
Lloyd it is ultimately the pilgrimage of people who maintain the memory and, in
a war, become the memorial. Lloyd’s work was published in 1998, but it
echoes themes identified by James Young in The Texture of Memory:
Holocaust Memorials and Meaning. Unlike Lloyd and Mosse, Young focuses
on the preservation of memory and associated commemorations for the
Holocaust of WWII.64 The displacement of people in Young’s study is the
subject of the memorial rather than the resulting preservation method as in
Lloyd’s work. Remembering the removal and destruction of the Jewish people
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creates a unique process for the development of memorials and museums
associated with the topic. As Young describes, the challenge becomes how to
recall absence where there was once life and how to do so across various
cultural and national demographics.65 For example, the method Germany uses
to remember the state sponsored Holocaust may look different than a
memorial developed in Poland, a Nazi invaded country.66 In contradiction to
the actions highlighted in Mosse’s myth of war experience, the movement of
people and the circumstances of their death exhibit an emptiness expressed in
a variety of memorials throughout the world. The myth of war also sees the
movement and loss of individuals, but their deaths are not communicated as
empty. The memorials to national pride commemorate sacrifice and aim to fill
a gap left by loss. One memorial style address’s purpose, another addresses
emptiness. Lloyd and Young’s works recognize how the preservation of
memory through people and their movements is significant. Their pilgrimages
to memorials or battlefields preserve of memory and the sense of loss it
represents. A somber comparison between the battlefields of WWI and the
death camps of WWII is noteworthy or relevant. Both witnessed indiscriminate
death and in both areas the geography changed. For the death camps, the
notion of preserving or rebuilding the structures is considered dishonorable,
and it reflects that in the future only the landscape remains. Although the
trenches and barbed wire no longer exist, the movement of pilgrims in and out
of the site continue to preserve the memory of past events.
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CHAPTER 3
THE CONTEXT
By May 1945 Adolf Hitler was dead, the Allies were advancing
throughout Europe, and Admiral Karl Dönitz was President of Germany. The
outcome looked bleak for German forces, and Dönitz was forced to issue
orders for a ceasefire and surrender. Dönitz was President during the
surrender, but had he held the position many months before, he may have led
Germany to victory. As Admiral of the German Navy, Dönitz oversaw the Uboat operations that targeted Allied shipping throughout the war. In the early
years of the war, he encouraged Hitler to increase U-boat attacks. Hitler did
not listen to Dönitz’s guidance. Had he done so, Hitler might have been
responsible for the complete destruction of shipping lanes between the United
States (US) and Europe. Instead, the Allies led a successful invasion of
Europe beginning on D-Day, June 6, 1944. However, Dönitz’s mission was not
completely ineffective and the resulting conflict between German U-boats and
Allied convoys for control of shipping lanes across the Atlantic and along the
east coast of the United States (US) lasted the extent of the war and became
known as the Battle of the Atlantic. Its field was extensive and the resulting
losses significant. Britain sustained great losses from German U-boats
beginning in 1939 and continuing through 1945, and the United States saw
shipping losses from U-boats as early as the opening months of 1941, prior to
Pearl Harbor. By the end of 1944 the US lost around 523 ships-equal to
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approximately 3,134,869 tons. Even following the cessation of hostilities in
May 1945, the US lost approximately 25 additional ships totaling 159,886 tons.
In total, the US lost close to 550 ships, approximately 3,295,000 tons.67
This project focuses on the Battle of Point Judith, one action during the
Battle of the Atlantic, that occurred off the coast of Rhode Island in May 1945.
The proximity of this battle and others to the US coast, the scale of shipping
losses, and the actions taken to prevent them by the US Coast Guard, Army,
Navy, and Merchant Marine was not hidden completely from the public. In
1989 students from the Honors English class at South Kingstown High School
captured the experiences of women living in the Rhode Island during World
War II (WWII) through a series of interviews. This oral history project provides
a window into the lives of civilians not otherwise recorded during WWII. Three
women who were interviewed, Wilma Briggs, Eileen Hughes, and Irene
Stuckey all discussed their experiences with black outs and air raids in the
coastal areas of Rhode Island.68 Hughes and Stuckey specifically referenced
how these actions were in response to the presence of submarines off the
coast of Rhode Island. Hughes said, “There was much fear of bombing
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because of the submarines rumored to be floating around nearby.”69 Stuckey
added:
Enemy submarines were right off the coast. All the area up and down
Narragansett Bay was patrolled. The different services had different units
mapped off. It was patrolled 24hrs a day. Point Judith was considered a
very dangerous place. The ships would go around Point Judith in convoy
with an escort. There is supposed to be a German submarine sunk
somewhere between Point Judith and Block Island.70
Stuckey’s observations were more detailed regarding the submarines because
her work as a researcher along the Rhode Island coast placed her in close
proximity to military forces. The use of black out curtains and air raid drills
along the coast were promoted by the government for the protection of US
civilians living along the coast during WWII and particularly in the Newport
area which was a designated port for naval activity.
Despite the heavy naval presence in Newport and other strategic ports
along the coast, historians like Ed Offley, author of “Undefended Shore,”
focused on the shortcomings of the US Navy in coastal protection.71 Though
US destroyers were assigned to shipping lanes along the coast, additional
defense measures were predominately left to the US Coast Guard and Army.
The Coast Guard enlisted the aid of small local vessels to supplement the low
supply of patrol craft and the Coast Guard organized patrols (both air and
water).72 The buildup of Army forces along the coast was also notable. While
the Navy and Coast Guard patrolled the waters, the Army prepared the coastal
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defenses. Batteries were established and naval mines placed in the waters of
important port and thoroughfare areas like Fort Miles in Delaware, along the
Outer Banks corridor, and Fort Greene in Narragansett, Rhode Island. The
resulting defenses built a sub net across the west and east passages. The
extent of this buildup was witnessed by local residents, such as Helen Osley.73
She remembered the development of Fort Greene and the sense of urgency
surrounding the construction of such fortifications. Osley said of Fort Greene,
“That was a big fortification down at Point Judith. We were in a bad situation.
We had Newport across the bay and Quonset right up the bay.”74 In all, the
coastal residents experienced the Battle of the Atlantic. In Rhode Island, the
war was experienced on varying levels with those working directly on the coast
or living in Narragansett and Newport experiencing closer contact with military
movements than those living inland as exemplified by Stuckey’s experience.
Rumors persisted everywhere regarding the extent of the German threat along
the coast, and the details of the Battle of Point Judith, May 5-7, 1945.
However, the presence and perceived presence of enemy submarines in
Rhode Island remained embedded in the local memory. As Eileen Hughes
recalled, they were “rumored to be floating around nearby.”75
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3.1 THE BATTLE OF POINT JUDITH
The Battle of Point Judith occurred approximately two miles south of
Point Judith, which is located at the southernmost tip of Rhode Island’s
mainland and looks out toward Block Island. The two instigating vessels
involved in the Battle of Point Judith were the United States (US) merchant
ship, SS Black Point and German Unterseeboot (U-boat), U-853. The battle
began when the U-853 targeted and attacked the Black Point off the coast of
Rhode Island as she traveled from Newport News, Virginia to the
Weymouth/Boston area of Massachusetts, on May 5, 1945. The attack
happened despite the ceasefire order from Dönitz on May 4. The action
continued into May 6, as the US responded with a heavy counterattack against
the U-853. Of the 47-member crew on the Black Point, which included 41
merchant seamen, 5 U.S. Navy Armed Guard, and the Captain Charles Prior,
12 were killed. The Black Point is included within the tonnage loss totals from
1945. The US counterattack resulted in the destruction of the U-853 and the
death of her 55-member crew. Within hours of sinking the U-853 the US sent
out a dive team from the USS Penguin to confirm the hit and on May 7,
Germany signed the official surrender to Allied forces.76 This quick succession
of events brought the final action in the Battle of the Atlantic, a conflict that had
extended over four years for the US and five for the Allies, to a close. This final
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battle was officially reported several days later on May 16, 1945, in the
Providence Journal Evening Bulletin.77
The Black Point and the U-853 both had an extensive history of service
prior to their encounter at Point Judith. During WWII the Black Point served as
a coal collier manned by a crew of 41 Merchant Marines and five US Navy
Armed Guard gun men (Figure 1 & 2).78 The Black Point, formerly the USS
Fairmont, was built by the New York Shipbuilding Corp in December 1917 at
Camden, New Jersey, for Coastwise Transportation based out of Boston,
Massachusetts.79 It was temporarily commissioned by the US Navy in 1918 to
transport supplies to American Expeditionary Forces in Europe during World
War I (WWI).80 As WWI drew to a close the Navy continued to use the
Fairmont to transport resources to areas of Europe affected by famine.81
The Fairmont was decommissioned in 1919 and returned to its original
owners, Coastwise Transportation.82 In 1921, it was sold to the Hawaiian
Steamship Company of New York and renamed the Nebraskan. The final sale
was to C.H. Sprague of Boston in 1927 after which it was renamed the Black
Point. After the US entered WWII in December 1941, the Black Point once
again aided the war effort. Flying the US flag and manned by a US Merchant
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Marine crew, it had already been in service for twenty-four years.83 The Black
Point underwent changes of ownership during the service, but its core purpose
as a cargo shipping vessel (particularly coal) remained the same. However,
defensive upgrades for WWII included one six-inch and one six pounder
gun.84 Still, this armament was insufficient to prevent the U-853’s torpedo
attack on May 5, 1945.
The U-853 was a Type IXC/40 U-boat with a combination diesel and
electric engine. This duality aided German U-boats during long oceanic
crossings and provided flexibility in the ways they operated (Figure 4). The
German Navy built a total of 87 Type IXC/40 U-boats. Some were built at
Bremen others at Hamburg. The U-853 was built by AG Weser in Bremen
Germany and commissioned in June 1943.85 Examples of similar models
include the U-505 which was captured by the US Navy in June of 1944 and
currently on display at the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry. The U853 was modified during its operational life. One of the most important
changes was the addition of a schnorchel (snorkel) in 1944, a device
developed by the Germans, provided an airway to the surface enabling the Uboat to run its diesel engines while submerged.86 This capacity preserved the
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power for the electric engines when it became necessary to completely
submerge during long tactical maneuvers. Additional modifications to the U853 in 1944 included an experimental cutaway deck meant to allow for faster
submersion while maintaining its two anti-aircraft guns.87 The U-853 was
active in the Battle of the Atlantic participating in three patrols. The first was a
training mission from June 1943 to March 1944. Then in April 1944, U-853
entered active duty. This second patrol lasted until October 1944. In June
1944 the U-853 was stationed off the Azores gathering weather intel to aide in
Germany’s analysis of Allied convoy movements in the mid-Atlantic between
Newfoundland and the Azores.88 During this patrol, the U-853 engaged with
the USS Croatan resulting in heavy damages that forced her to return to
port.89 During its retreat, the U-853 skillfully evaded the Croatan earning its
nick name from the Allies, ‘Moby Dick.’90 In October 1944, following repairs
and partial crew replacement, the U-853 set out on its last patrol under the
command of Lieutenant (Lt) Helmut Frömsdorf (Figure 3). This final patrol
ended on May 6, 1945, when it was sunk by US Naval and Coast Guard
forces.91
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In February 1945, U-853 sailed from Norway to target coastal shipping
along the coast of Canada and the US. The U-853 found its first victim on April
23, 1945; it targeted and sank the USS Eagle (PE 56) off Cape Elizabeth,
Maine. Until recently, the US Navy cited a boiler explosion on board the Eagle
as the cause of its loss. Some of the thirteen survivors from the Eagle
identified the attack as a German U-boat and lawyer Paul Lawton helped to
verify that the loss was as a result of a U-boat attack.92 Following this attack,
the U-853 continued down the coast toward Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
On April 30, 1945, while the U-853 was on its patrol, Adolf Hitler committed
suicide. Shortly after, on May 4, 1945, Admiral Dönitz assumed the position of
German Führer and he issued a ceasefire order to all U-boats stating “All Uboats. Attention all U-boats. Cease fire at once. Stop all hostile action against
allied shipping. Dönitz.”93
By this time, the Black Point had begun its final journey from Newport
News, Virginia to the Weymouth/Boston area of Massachusetts. On May 5, the
Black Point transited Long Island Sound, it stopped briefly due to fog near
New Haven, Connecticut and before continuing East, coming within sight of
Point Judith Light House in Rhode Island around 5:40pm on May 5, 1945. It
was around this time, recorded in the Black Point’s official logbook as 5:35pm
that the U-853 targeted the Black Point.
The vessel was struck on the starboard quarter; the stern disintegrated.
The explosion produced heavy concussion, causing glass to fly, and
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ashes, smoke, and soot to emerge from the stack. Two survivors
reported a strong smell of gun powder at this time. The engines were
secured immediately. The vessel went down by the stern and rolled over
to port. The forward portion of the hull, bottom up, floated for some time.
No avoiding action nor counter action was taken at any time.94
The absence of any evasive maneuvers demonstrates that the Black Point
was unaware of the U-853’s presence as it came upon it and launched the
torpedo. This massive explosion was verified by the firsthand account of the
Captain of the Black Point, Charles Prior. Captain Prior recalls the explosion:
I took out my cigarette and…I was gonna light it but whether I ever did or
not I couldn’t tell you. Maybe I swallowed the darn thing…cause that’s
when it hit the fan. And hell everything, the clock came off the bulkhead
the barometer fell off, the windows shattered, the doors blew open in the
pilot house. And immediately you could smell cordite you know cause it
blew the whole stern off.95
At the time of the explosion, Captain Prior was in the pilot house. Another
account of the attack came from Raymond Tharl, the radioman on board the
Black Point who was in the galley eating dinner amidship when the torpedo hit.
He then recalls racing to the radio room to send out an SOS, passing several
lifeboats swinging from their davits, crushing sailors.96 Tharl transmitted the
SOS until ordered to abandon ship. His efforts resulted in the response of four
American destroyers along with numerous Coast Guard assets. In addition to
the statements from Captain Prior and radioman Tharl, the chief engineer and
coastal pilot of the SS Karmen who were in the vicinity reported seeing a
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torpedo wake.97 Of the 41 Merchant Seamen and 5 US Naval Armed Guard
crewmen aboard, 11 Merchant Seamen and 1 Armed Guard were killed.98
Why the U-853 decided to torpedo the Black Point after the ceasefire
ordered is a mystery. Many historians and researchers have hypothesized as
to the reason why Frömsdorf disregarded Admiral Dönitz’s order. Theories
include that the U-853 had turned off her radio as the Allies were using the
signal to track U-boats. Another is that the radio was faulty, and the
communication never came through. A final explanation may have to do with
Frömsdorf’s character. Some identify him as a young twenty-four-year-old
leader with great ambition, a characteristic not uncommon for U-boat captains
as successful crews were treated as heroes by the German people.99 This
ambition may have led him to ignore the cease fire orders and pursue more
hits before the end of the war. The cause may never be solidified, as the
logbook on board the U-853 containing this information was not and may
never be found. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the U-853 was the
aggressor in this final action of the Battle of the Atlantic against the Black
Point. As a result, US forces retaliated. Within twenty-four hours, the 55-
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member crew of the U-853 who had previously pursued military honors, was
dispatched to the depths off Block Island.
After the crew of the Black Point abandoned the ship, it sank by the
stern and rolled to port. The first acknowledgement of the attack came into the
Coast Guard ASRU at Salem, Massachusetts over the Emergency
Transmitter. “Ship torpedoed off Pt. Judith at 2122z.”100 Fort Adams in
Newport corroborated an attack using collected hydrophone data, and Point
Judith, located only two miles from the action, confirmed the attack at 1750
(5:50pm).101 The Yugoslavian ship Karmen was in the vicinity of the Black
Point, and it was one of the first ships on the scene, picking up seventeen
survivors from the torpedoed ship. The SS Scandanavia saved an additional
two survivors while the remaining were rescued by crash boats from Quonset
Point, RI.102 Additional Coast Guard rescue craft responded to the wreck. The
17:50 (5:50pm) phone confirmation of the hit off Point Judith came only five
minutes before the Black Point completely disappeared beneath the surface at
17:55 (5:55pm). By 18:45 (6:45pm) a Coast Guard search and rescue team
along with other Coast Guard vessels, a PBY (a patrol bomber for antisubmarine warfare), and a blimp were at the site. The priority for these first
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responders was the rescue of all survivors while scouting for the U-boat
responsible for the damage.
The U-853 displayed an interesting approach to post-attack tactics.
Instead of immediately heading out to deeper water and submerging to evade
US pursuers, the U-853 instead remained close to the coast at depth where it
attempted to hide from US sonar among the noises of other vessels. When the
rescue of the Black Point survivors was complete, the US Navy and Coast
Guard forces turned their attention to the hunt for the U-boat believed to still
be in the area. This shift was confirmed when around 20:15 (8:15pm) “all
vessels without radar and without ability to reply to radar challenges” were
recalled.103 The response force in the hunt for the U-boat included the Navy
escort destroyers the USS Atherton, the USS Ericsson, the USS Amick and
US Coast Guard (USCG) frigate the USS Moberly. These vessels had just
arrived in New York City, returning from a trans-Atlantic convoy run when
reports came in of the attack on the Black Point.
The log of the Atherton confirmed the mission as “Investigating reported
enemy submarine in area of Point Judith, RI in accordance with CESF
Dispatch 052223 of May 1945” on May 5 at 19:15 (7:15pm) hours and was the
first of the four vessels arriving at the scene to make sonar contact with the
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U-boat at 20:14 (8:14pm) hours.104 Proximity to shore and quick response
originally of Coast Guard forces to the scene prompted Lieutenant
Commander L.B. Tollaksen of the USCG, referenced as CTG 60.7, on the
Moberly to take tactical command. Sound contact by the Atherton was
followed by the firing of magnetic depth charges and hedgehogs from the
responding vessels from 20:30 to 20:56 (8:30-8:56pm) hours (Figure 5, 6, 7, &
8).105 At 20:56 hours contact was lost with the submarine. Through the
remainder of the night of May 5, contact was on and off, but after achieving
contact once again at 23:37 hours (11:37pm), the vessels launched a
hedgehog attack on the U-853 at 23:41 hours (11:41pm) which proved
decisive. The attack as reported by the Atherton resulted in “large quantities of
oil, life jackets, pieces of wood and other debris, and air bubbles coming to the
surface in this area. Oil and air bubbles observed welling to the surface as if
from a spring.”106 Contact was maintained with the U-853 and the US forces
continued to attack it through 12:40 hours (12:40pm) on May 6, 1945, when
they were given verbal orders from CTG 60.7 to detach. During this time, oil
continued to appear on the surface along with other wreckage from the U-
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boat. This debris included wood, life vests, an inflatable life raft, deck planking
with German instructions, artificial lungs, a mattress, pillow, towel, and most
poignant of the items, a captain’s cap (Figure 9 & 10).107 The attack by US
forces from the evening of May 5 through the morning of May 6 was consistent
and unrelenting. The U-853 faced the onslaught of four vessels (three Navy
destroyers and one USCG frigate) and three Navy patrol blimps all of which
were involved in the search and targeting of one U-boat.
After Lieutenant Commander L.B. Tollaksen called off the attack, the
next step was to confirm the hit and try to retrieve any documentation
important for Allied tactics. The Penguin, a submarine rescue ship out of New
London, Connecticut, was called in to complete this task. The official
memorandum written to the Operations Officer, Commander Eastern Sea
Frontier Navy Captain Stapler by the Navy Operations Officer and
Commander of Submarines; Atlantic Fleet J.C. Dempsey recorded the sinking
of the U-853 as at approximately 02:00 hours (2:00am) May 6, 1945. The
Penguin arrived at 15:20 hours (3:20pm) on May 6 and recognized the light
presence of oil on the water’s surface and air bubbles that would continue to
rise from the wreck until the morning of May 7.108 Confirmation of the hit and
analysis of the U-853’s condition on the bottom came from reports collected by
five US divers who descended from the Penguin during a series of dives
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(Figure 13). Their investigations concluded that damage to the U-853 was
“concentrated forward of coning tower. [With the] Deck and Pressure hull
torn.”109 Divers recorded that the U-853 was completely flooded and the
bodies of the crew remained in the vessel particularly within the conning tower.
Only one body was retrieved during these dives due to time and safety
constraints. This was the body of H. Hoffman who wore a wristwatch noting
the time at 05:50 (5:50am), potentially the time that the U-853 went down or
became completely waterlogged.110 Finally, the Penguin concluded that any
recovery operation of the vessel would be “a major and prolonged
operation.”111
The fate of Hoffman’s body is a mystery that Christian McBurney an
independent Rhode Island historian traces. A letter written by one of the divers
on the Penguin, potentially Lieutenant Commander George Waugh Albin Jr.
record’s the recovery of Hoffman’s body. Hoffman’s autopsy demonstrated the
impact of the concussive pressure the crew experienced as depth charges
were dropped by US forces on the U-853.112 One person working to trace
Hoffman is Captain Bill Palmer, a Connecticut based salvage diver and author
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who has conducted multiple dives on the Black Point and U-853. His research
traces the transfer of Hoffman’s body from the Penguin to Lieutenant
Commander Dye on tugboat ATA-125 out of New London. Based on an
interview with Penguin diver Clary Edwards, Palmer concluded that an
autopsy was completed on Hoffman’s body showing he had died from a
concussion. Water was not present in his lungs.113 McBurney concludes that if
an autopsy had occurred then that must have meant that Dye brought
Hoffman to the Naval Submarine Medical Research Laboratory “part of the
New London Submarine Base at Groton.”114 So far, the trail on Hoffman ends
here.
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3.2 THE RHODE ISLAND PUBLIC AND THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC
World War II (WWII) ended with Germany’s unconditional surrender to
the Allies on May 7, 1945. However, coverage of wartime events including the
Battle of Point Judith continued after the armistice. The lives of civilians in New
England and particularly in Rhode Island was drastically affected by the events
of the Battle of the Atlantic. Those involved in or in close proximity to the
military operations along the Rhode Island coast were aware of the impact the
U-boat threat had on US merchant shipping. However, the United States (US)
Navy and journalist core were not always transparent about these affects.
During the war, the US Navy deliberately controlled the flow of information
about U-boat attacks off the coast even going so far as to communicate with
newspapers about the necessity of scrubbing or limiting certain details and
stories. Evidence of this practice came from the experiences of Nancy
Potter.115 While working as a volunteer nurse in Boston, Potter encountered
the realities of war, and its impact on soldiers and sailors serving at the front.
She understood from this exposure that news about the war was not entirely
truthful, accurate, or timely. Potter recalled, “Since we knew servicemen who
were flying or were out on ships, we knew that the newsprint news was not
accurate. We received letters from people which were censored, and we knew
that there was another side. We were all very greedy for the news.”116
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Censorship motives varied. On the one hand, the US was concerned about
intelligence leaks. Major steps were taken in this aspect of the conflict. The
rapid advancement of technology throughout World War II resulted in tactics
that were meant to ensure the US got the upper hand on the enemy. The most
prominent example of these tactics in the Battle of the Atlantic revolved around
the enigma code. Developed by the Germans, this new code was a
randomized method for the encryption of correspondence with U-boats.117
Following the decipherment of the enigma code by Polish decryption experts,
Alan Turing, and the personnel at the British intelligence agency, Bletchley
Park, the Allies held an intelligence advantage over the Germans. From that
point on, Allied tactical decisions relied on the deciphered code. The strategic
losses of some vessels were meant to conceal the successful inscription so as
to maintain the edge in intelligence.118
This secrecy was further reflected in the story of the capture of the U505. All action against the U-505 and its capture was kept secret by the US
Navy. This was to secure an advantage over German intelligence. The U-boat
yielded information on tactics, communication, and the use of current
weaponry. All these elements were reflected in the ordinance found on board,
the information and equipment located in the radio room, and the logbook
which cataloged the activity undertaken by the U-boat and her crew while on
tour. After its capture, the U-505 was towed back to the US and the crew
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detained in Louisiana until after the war. They returned home around 1947.
This detainment was against the guidelines of the Third Geneva Convention in
which prisoners of war were required to inform the Red Cross of their capture.
However, the US kept their imprisonment a secret to maintain their edge in
intelligence.119
Secrecy was one tactical element of Allied Naval activity, and another
was propaganda. Propaganda may be reflected in the abundance or absence
of information. Many of the women interviewed in the “What did you do in the
War Grandma?” project discussed propaganda during the war which consisted
of posters, advertisements, and other media formats, including film and music.
Each of these examples reflected patriotic support for the efforts of the United
States and its allies. This kind of propaganda was designed to maintain moral
in the US to keep the population invested in the extreme measures to maintain
the war such as rationing, the draft, and the collection of scrap metals. When
Potter discussed the use of propaganda in this context, she was not afraid to
describe how misleading it all appeared, particularly to someone who worked
as a nurse encountering wartime realities. Propaganda was also used to
maintain morale through tactics like the absence of information. This tactic
was used often by the military in the Battle of the Atlantic. Propaganda kept
reports of military movements and significant injuries quiet, while delaying and
censoring correspondence. Additionally, local reports about major shipping
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losses along the US coast were also limited. The motivation behind these
limitations may have been to reduce fear and maintain morale. Despite these
efforts, the threats and rumors about U-boats offshore was still present and is
reflected the experiences of Rhode Island women as recorded in South
Kingstown High School’s oral history project.
Propaganda concerning the Battle of Point Judith, appeared in several
forms. The action’s proximity to the Rhode Island shore, the anticipated end of
the war, and publicity made details of the battle more available. Propaganda
was reflected in the images taken recording the action (Figures 5-12).120
Pictures of the United States’ pursuit of the U-853 included the depth charge
and hedgehog attacks, the crew of the Atherton posing with pieces of
wreckage obtained from the U-853, and members posing with the captain’s
cap retrieved from the wreck (Figure 11 & 12).121 These pictures provide a
historical recording while also representing the US and Allied victory. One
element not explicitly stated in the images and newspaper articles but
communicated in the language and viewpoint of the images, is the might of the
American Navy. It’s communicated that this might ended the German threat
against the US coast through a definitive and unrelenting pursuit of the U-853.
The visual evidence of the attack filled a void left by the absence of
information that influenced the population who did not regularly see the
intensity of war. The intensity was evident in an article that came out on May
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16, 1945, in the Providence Journal Evening Bulletin. It lists the numerous
craft involved in the search and how “depth bombs were hurled into the
sea.”122 Even the title “U-Boat that Sank Collier Smashed: Depth Bombs Hit
Sub Within Minutes After Attack Off Point Judith” emphasized the power of US
forces responding to a direct homeland attack. Newspapers emphasized
patriotism and victory as the war came to a conclusion. The press played an
important role in belaying fears and maintaining support for the war in the
Pacific. In addition to newspapers, the US Navy used propaganda to convey
specific messages. For example, the Naval Public Relations Office in Boston
released a statement on the Battle of Point Judith for release on Thursday,
May 17, 1945. However, the Providence Journal picked up the story and
printed it in the Evening Bulletin on May 16. In the Navy’s press release, most
strategic details were eliminated, and its purpose was to communicate a
dramatic victory. For example, Frömsdorf’s attack was a “last fling of ruthless
daring” and the Black Point as a sad victim “scarcely worth a torpedo.”123 The
narrative was reinforced through the story of the captain’s hat. emphasizing
American victory and patriotism was further emphasized in the story of the
captain’s hat.
There is no doubt about the U-853’s demise. In the Atlantic Fleet there is
a saying that you don't get credit for sinking an enemy submarine unless
you bring back the captain' s cap. Well, Lieut. Comdr. Lewis Iselin, USNR,
of 432 East 84th Street, New York City, did bring back the captain's cap.
It floated free from the wrecked conning tower and bobbed to the surface,
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with gold leaf on its visor and the hated Nazi eagle insignia dripping sea
water.124
The patriotic narrative promoted by the US Navy is reflected in the
photographic evidence which credits the sinking of the U-853 to US personnel
as they posed with the captain’s cap and additional debris.
The events of the Battle of Point Judith reflect the realities of WWII,
particularly the Battle of the Atlantic, in the United States. While newspapers
and photographic records provide one side of the story, logbooks and naval
records provide accurate and detailed information about the sequence of
events. The use of varied primary sources creates a fuller understanding of
the Battle of Point Judith and its place within the Battle of the Atlantic.
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Figure 1: The Fairmont125

Figure 2: The SS Black Point126
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Figure 3: Oberleutnant Zur See Helmut Frömsdorf.127

Figure 4: Schematic of the Type IXC U-boat128

127 “Oberleutnant Zur See Helmut Frömsdorf: Soundings In Narragansett Bay’s Naval History,”
May 10, 2020, The Naval War College Museum Blog, photograph,
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Figure 5: USS Moberly in Hedgehog attack 129

Figure 6: USS Moberly in Hedgehog attack part two130

129 “USS Moberly in Hedgehog Attack: Boat Archive - U-853 – Photographs,” 1945, National
Archives Administration, 1945, photograph, Uboatarchive.net.
130 “USS Moberly in Hedgehog Attack: Boat Archive - U-853 – Photographs,” 1945, National
Archives Administration, photograph, Uboatarchive.net.
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Figure 7: USS Ericsson conducts a depth charge attack131

Figure 8: USS Moberly attacking U-853132

131 “USS Ericsson conducts a depth charge attack: Boat Archive-U-853- Photographs,” 1945,
National Archives and Records Administration, 1945, photographs, Uboatarchive.net.
132 “Coast Guard Frigate Looses Death Blasts In Triumph In Last Battle With Nazi Sub,” May
16, 1945, National Archives and Records Administration: Department of Transportation. U.S.
Coast Guard, Office of Public and International Affairs, photograph,
https://catalog.archives.gov/id/205574039.
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Figure 9: U-853 Debris133

Figure 10: U-853 Debris Continued134

133 “Debris recovered by the attacking ships is assembled on the dock at Boston,” 1945, Naval
History and Heritage Command, photograph, www.uboatarchive.net/U-853A/U853Artifacts.htm.
134 Naval History and Heritage Command, “Debris recovered by the attacking ships is
assembled on the dock at Boston.”
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Figure 11: Crew of USS Atherton with collected Debris-USS Slater Museum135

Figure 12: “Ensign Warren A. Allen (left) and Lieutenant S.F. Regard (right)”136
135
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Lieutenant Frömsdorf.”Ensign Warren A. Allen (left) and Lieutenant S.F. Regard (right),” May
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Figure 13: The USS Penguin137
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CHAPTER 4
POST WAR HISTORY THROUGH NEWSPAPERS AND SALVAGE
The Battle of Point Judith’s timing at the end of World War II garnered
considerable public interest. This was documented in photographs, US Navy
releases, and newspaper articles now preserved in the National Archives.
While the Navy’s interest declined after the war, stories still circulated in
Rhode Island about the German U-boats that patrolled the local waters during
the war. After the war, many remnants of the German Reich were defaced,
destroyed, and eliminated. It’s possible that this absence in conjunction with
the U-853’s proximity to shore maintained public interest. The SS Black Point
and the U-853 became fixtures of Rhode Island folklore especially among the
sport diving community. Evidence of this lore was recorded in newspapers and
articles. How these rumors, theories, and fascinations impacted the post-war
history of the Battle of Point Judith, and its associated sites is captured in
newspaper articles. In mid-May 1945, the US Navy issued a press release
describing the loss of the Black Point and the U-853 following the Battle of
Point Judith. This account reflected the perspectives of victorious US forces.
At the end of the war and in the following years, the location of the Black
Point’s wreckage was recorded in a 1945 Mariner’s report, a 1948
Hydrographic survey, and it was identified in the 1957 Navy Wreck List.138
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Naval surveys are strictly detailed, and the style differs dramatically from
newspaper articles which are meant to grab an audience’s attention. Peter L.
Reagan author of a sports diving article called “Blackpoint,” demonstrated how
appropriately reporting the wreck’s location and depth was helpful for sports
divers and the safety of fishermen and passing ships. The disturbed remains
of the Black Point and the U-853 still lie on the bottom of the Rhode Island
Sound.
Newspaper articles deliver details about current events to the public
and paper subscribers. Journalism often encourages exaggerated and
sensational stories. How the post-war history was affected by the combination
of sensational journalism and the mystery of the U-853’s final action is
exemplified in a series of articles written by Tom Allen for the New York Daily
News in 1961.139 Allen’s newspaper reports catalog notable salvage efforts
and events up through 1961 that are also discussed in other local newspaper
articles. Allen lays out his report in a three-part series that covers a great deal
of material. Allen introduced an emphasis on the role of treasure hunting on
WWII wrecks. “Mystery at 20 Fathoms” highlights the service record of the U853 and follows its crew through the Battle of Point Judith. Allen continues to
focus on the U-boat even after it’s destruction through stories of salvage.
Salvage operations emphasized the existence of a speculative movement that
questioned the U-853’s purpose along the US coast due to the absence of its
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logbooks.140 Allen used these treasure hunting and salvage stories to entice
readers. He described that the first known post-war disturbance of the U-853
was in 1953 when Oswald L. Bonifay hired divers William George and Bill
Mercer to work the site. After the first season of diving, the divers had not
found any sign of the treasure Bonifay was looking for. However, he came
back once more a few years prior to the publication of Allen’s article in 1961
(as far as is known publicly) with William George to dive again on the U-853.
William George was convinced by the stories of sunken treasure on the U-853,
so he tried another exploratory dive to it by himself in the early summer of
1959.141 It was during this dive that he suffered a severe case of the bends.
Following his recovery, George disappeared.142 Men like Bonifay and George
were after the $1 million worth of mercury allegedly hidden aboard. It was
supposedly intended for trade or used as ballast. Bonifay’s belief was fueled
by deductions and documentation related to the U-853 he supposedly
received from US and German Naval contacts. However, by October 1959, the
rumors of mercury ballast and money hidden aboard declined.143 In their
quest, these early divers used explosives to gain access to the interior. Later
divers in the 1960s, Burton Mason and David Trisko observed evidence of
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these explosives on the ocean floor.144 The secrecy, the money, the interior
contacts, and the disappearance of diver William George all made for a good
newspaper story and proved attractive to recreational divers such as the
Newport Underwater Sportsmen’s Club and the Rhode Island Council of SkinDiving Club.
Heading into the 1960s, the presence of human remains still aboard the
U-853 became the focus of many articles as Mason disinterred the remains of
a German submariner in 1960. His actions raise a moral discussion that was
connected to issues of ownership. It covered the U-853 as a war grave and
the proper treatment of the German remains. Allen followed Mason and his
fellow skin divers in their salvage operations on the U-853 in “Mystery at 20
Fathoms.” However, multiple reports of Mason’s activity are recorded in
articles from the Providence Journal. Through them a timeline of Mason’s
activity and motivations were revealed. Mason dove on the U-853 extensively.
While it seems Bonifay’s expeditions were for the sake of treasure, by
February 1961, Mason was sure there is no treasure aboard.145 His expedition
along with photographer and diver David Trisko for a time focused on “trying to
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make a photographic reconstruction of the destruction of the U-853.”146
Additionally, the goal was to retrieve the remains of all crew members and
return them to West Germany and their families for an honorable burial.
Mason contacted the West Germany government to access naval records to
help identify the crew of the German U-Boat. The information from the West
German Embassy proved that the supposed crew of 47 was too low. In total,
there were 55 crew members aboard when the U-853 went down.147 Mason’s
plan to retrieve and return the bodies of the U-853’s crew was a self-promoted
expedition. Mason was in communication with the US and the West German
Government about his exploits and their work with him was in a passive
capacity, essentially managing his actions after the fact. For example, Mason
would complete the salvage work and per his words, “The Bonn government
has agreed to accept the remains and personal belongings and bury the
bodies with military honors.”148 However, issues arose after Mason retrieved
the first body. The West German Government was not prepared to fund the
transport of the remains. Essentially, “West Germany did not ask anyone to
remove the remains, would not pay for their shipment to Germany and would
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prefer that they be left where they are.”149 This factor in conjunction with the
detail that the West German Government was waiting to see how many bodies
Mason would bring up so as to inter them together during one ceremony. This
meant the remains of the individual sailor were held in a funeral home for
about a year before anything was done with them. The delay of Mason’s
retrieval was due to a number of factors described in a couple of articles.
Diving on the U-853 was a challenging and dangerous task and consideration
must be given to the weather, equipment, and water temperature and clarity.
Mason and Trisko encountered issues with the weather, sharks, and very
close encounters with the submarine itself.150 For example, there was one day
“when the conning tower hatch cover fell shut, momentarily pinning the foot of
one skin diver.”151 The dangers were great, and any reward minimal as the
agreement with the West German Government seemed tenuous at best. The
real issue with Mason’s activity may have been stemmed more from the
uproar he was causing by stating his broader objective was to raise the U-853.
By this point, Mason had lost all of his original dive partners, and he paired up
with a team of German and Swiss salvage men known as the Lohrer group,
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who would fund the endeavor.152 Ultimately, the expedition was unsuccessful
foreshadowing another failed salvage attempt in 1968 by local businessman,
Mel Joseph.153 Mason’s desire was to exhibit the U-853 after raising and
restoring it, but in the process he proposed to return the remains of German
submariners. Mason said he would personally fund the return of the remains
through money earned in the exhibition of the submarine. A desire to see the
remains interred as quickly as possible following their removal was shared by
Jackson Jenks, the Director of the Society for Protection of Underwater
Historical Sites as well as Newport Clergymen. They protested against the act
of raising the U-853 until speaking with Mason about the designated plans for
the remains as this was their main concern.154 The outcry against Mason’s
actions continued from people like Robert Olsen, a US submarine veteran who
stated he “abhor[s] the continuing desecration of the tomb of these men.”155
Olsen communicated the notion of comradery and a desire for mutual respect
among veterans. This same notion was communicated in the graveside
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reflections of Joseph Gallagher, the Catholic Chaplain for Newport Naval Base
who said, “There are no foes in death.”156
Mason’s push to raise the U-853 prompted questions and sometimes
heated discussions about the true owner of the U-boat. Upon learning of
Mason’s plans to raise the submarine, the West German consul in Boston,
Gerhard Land, expressed concern about the activity and petitioned the US
Coast Guard to intervene. However, upon review, the US Coast Guard could
not do anything. The U-853 lay outside US territorial waters in international
waters and the West German Government was informed.157 The U-853’s
position in international waters was further affirmed in a note from the US
State Department on May 26, 1960. An argument for West German control of
the U-853 came from Dr. Guenther C. Motz the German consul-general in
Boston. He indicated that the submarine “could still be considered to be
property of the German government since it was not declared a war prize by
the US Government at the end of the war.”158 The absence of a US claim to
the U-853 as a war prize following the Battle of Point Judith acted as a
renunciation of any claim they may have had over ownership. However, in
Mason’s eyes, “No one owns the U-853.”159 It was this stance that led to some
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heated indirect dialog between Mason and Henry Ise, the Rhode Island State
Harbors and Rivers Chief. Ise argued that he had authority over the state’s
tidal waters and as such, the U-853 fell in his jurisdiction. As a result, Mason
must have his permission to raise the submarine. Mason responded by saying
he would not apply for permission unless Ise proved his jurisdiction.160 Neither
wanted to yield their position, but neither wanted to take the issue to court.
Each waited for the other to strike first but no blows came. The project of
raising the U-853 never came to fruition. A newspaper article from October 23,
1960, recorded how skindivers had stopped exploring the wreck due to the
difficult conditions.161 By October 1962, an article noted that Mason was
through with the U-853 project and had sold his venture to another group.162
The burial of the German submariner Mason retrieved took a significant
amount of time and with the West German Government possibly angered by
Mason’s proposal to raise the U-853, a stalemate occurred. The West German
Government refused to pay for the transfer of the remains.163 Finally, an
agreement was reached when the West German Government asked the US
Government to consent to a burial in the United States, and the submariner
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would be buried with honors in Newport, Rhode Island.164 Several articles in
October 1960 highlighted the ceremony that took place at the Newport
Cemetery Annex on October 24, 1960.165 The ceremony was attended by the
West German Consuls Gerhard Lang and Gunther C. Motz and a
representative from the German Naval attaché’s office in Washington DC. It
consisted of an honor guard, the firing of three volleys, and the sounding of
taps, with a West German flag draped on the coffin and a wreath placed by the
representative from the German Naval attaché’s office.166 The grave site is still
remembered and maintained today in part because of efforts in 1963 that
called for the decoration of the graves with German flags during Memorial Day
ceremonies.167 Tom Allen also took advantage of the Mason controversy,
including it as a piece in his “Mystery at 20 Fathoms” story. Allen knew that
Mason’s actions were controversial and attracted public interest. This was
especially true after Allen played up the theme and mystery of potential
treasure aboard the U-boat. In all, Allen’s work unlike the other more report
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driven articles from the Providence Journal seems to connect with themes in
the traditional stories of shipwrecks, pirates, and treasure.
During the 1980s and 1990s, the journalistic narrative became more
focused on recording the personal experiences of those involved in the Battle
of Point Judith. As the 50-year anniversary approached, the commemoration
of veterans and the deceased were highlighted more than the stories of
fictitious treasure. This tendency began in the 1960s when articles surrounding
the burial of the German submariner in Newport, Rhode Island were
published. The emphasis on memories continued with first-hand accounts of
the Battle of Point Judith. An article in the Journal-Bulletin from May 5, 1985,
by Thomas J. Morgan, focused on the words of Captain Charles Prior, Captain
of the Black Point before her demise, when he said; “I wonder if they’ve
located that rascal” in response to the rumbling of explosions from the pursuit
of the U-853.168 His words recalled the intensity of warfare between Americans
and Germans. His account was more impactful as he experienced the attack
on the Black Point and the hunt of the U-853. The shocking reality of war
becomes clearer when told by the person who experienced it and felt the jolts
of a sinking ship and the thump of exploding hedgehogs and depth charges.
The inclusion of Captain Prior’s testimony demonstrated how articles at this
time strove to report authentic historical memory from first-hand accounts.
The crew of the U-853 emphasized their commitment to Germany when
they attacked the Black Point, an unassuming ship, so close to the end of the
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war. The US deemed the attack unjust as it came following Döenitz’s declared
ceasefire, triggering an aggressive response from US coastal defenses. This
action displayed that there was a wartime intensity that accompanied the
protection of national assets. The use of first-person accounts in journalism,
such as Captain Prior’s reaffirm that intensity, and it characterized the reports
from the 1990s. Unlike Allen’s articles which used mystery to draw in an
audience, articles using first-person accounts entice an audience through
authenticity. They conveyed a real and unfabricated intensity that stemmed
from weaponry, lived experience, and national pride.
Personal accounts of WWII and the Battle of Point Judith were
prevalent in articles from the 1990s, especially to commemorate the 50th
anniversary in May 1995. It was during this time that the Sprague Energy
Company, the final owner of the Black Point, decided to commemorate the
battle. May 1995 marked the 50th anniversary of the sinking and the 125th year
of the Sprague company. Articles appeared in the New Hampshire Premier,
the Portsmouth Herald, Foster’s Daily Democrat, The Boston Globe, and in a
press-release by Sprague’s V.P. of Operations Robert Blanchard through their
press relations office detailing the events of the commemoration and their
reasons for celebrating. According to Sprague’s officials, highlighting the war
time contributions of American businesses, the Merchant Marine, and the
Naval Armed Guard through the Black Point’s local example of service was
the main purpose. Two ceremonies were conducted and wreaths in honor of
the deceased were dropped in the Piscataqua River and the waters off Point
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Judith. The crew of the U-853 was also remembered at the Point Judith
ceremony. Through this ceremony, Sprague established that “the Black Point
is a humble but poignant emblem of wartime sacrifice” a notation that was
affected by Sprague’s ownership of the vessel and the ways they connected it
to memorialization.169 The newspaper articles published in May 1995, focused
on the day the memorial occurred and the reactions of veterans in attendance.
One veteran signaled out for interviews was the radioman from the Black Point
Raymond Tharl. His reflections on the Battle of Point Judith resulted in the
statement, “There are some memories that are almost better forgotten.” 170
This personal reaction to the intensity of war was useful to journalists
highlighting the event in upcoming articles. Tharl’s reaction to the deceased
submariners on the U-853 was also noted “I feel awful sorry for anybody that
met the fate they did, they all had to lose their lives over nothing.”171 Tharl was
not a stranger to the intensity of war, and he communicated as much to the
press. Sprague commemorated the Battle of Point Judith as an honorable
example of wartime sacrifice while newspaper reporters through the input of
veterans commemorated it as a somber example of the unnecessary loss of
life during war.
Sprague’s press release differed from the newspaper articles by going
beyond memorialization. It analyzed the various reasons people remained

169 Sprague Energy, “Last Vessel Sunk By U-boat Surfaces For Fiftieth Anniversary,” press
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fascinated with the wrecks. In this way, Sprague continued the mystery
surrounding the U-853 and its final actions that Allen had communicated.
Unlike Allen’s, Sprague’s emphasis on mystery was not overzealous. It
described research questions regarding the U-853, and its targeted attack on
the Black Point. However, Sprague assumed that Commander Frӧmsdorf
knew of the end of the war and with vicious intent sunk the Black Point
anyway. They did not consider the possibilities of a faulty or silenced radio that
may not have communicated the message. Additionally, they reported that the
U-853 ran into four armed American warships by accident when in fact the
warships responded to the attack on the Black Point. The way Sprague
assigned blame to Commander Frӧmsdorf, while not considering alternative
explanations for the late attack, displays the biases they held as the owners of
the Black Point and as members of a community far removed from the battle.
The note that the U-853’s run-in with the warship was an accident
demonstrated that their research prior to the release may not have been
thorough. A review of US correspondence during the Battle of Point Judith
demonstrated the movement of the battle ships. The decision by Frömsdorf to
remain close to the shore instead of retreating into deeper water may also
have been a tactical choice, but the mystery remains unanswered. Without the
logbook these decisions cannot be fully understood. However, Sprague
assumed that “the aggression of the losing side turns out to be suicidal and
pointless.”172 While the loss of life was a tragedy so close to the end of the
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war, the intentions of the U-853 commander cannot be confirmed although
many speculated. Unanswered questions hold the public’s fascination and
recall ideas of treasure mentioned earlier by Allen. Sprague expanded this
narrative by including the activities of scuba divers alongside their
memorialization for the 50th anniversary. The combination of the two highlights
that Sprague was focused on maintaining the Battle of Point Judith in public
memory through popular activity.
Mark Stanton and his crew are the scuba divers mentioned by Sprague
in the press release. Their expeditions are highlighted in the 1995 “Divers
Down” television series where they explain how the public’s interest in wreck
sites comes from a fascination with the firsts and lasts of history. Additionally,
Stanton identifies the wrecks when “Taken together, [are]... almost a
laboratory for anyone interested in learning about what happens to vessels in
war, and what transpires after they’re sunk.”173 Stanton emphasizes that divers
are motivated by the personal discoveries they can make when visiting an
underwater site in person. Another emphasis on sports diving comes from an
article by Peter L. Reagan where he discusses diving on the Black Point
through the late 1900s and into the present.174 These divers reflect the desire
that much of the public possesses to see the original location of a historical
event. This explains why post war memorials strive to be as close to it as
possible and why museums pursue experiences that allow visitors to walk
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through sites that are preserved or renovated to display their purpose. A great
example is the renovated Army battery in Lewes, Delaware which houses the
Fort Miles Museum and its interpretations of US coastal defenses.
Sprague’s press release communicates the trend in the 1980s and
1990s to refocus on personal stories and the input of veterans as the 50th
anniversary of World War II passed and the maintenance of the Battle of the
Atlantic in public memory occurred. The content of the release recognized this
preservation was happening in various forms including memorialization and
sports diving. The idea of personal experience was transforming, and how a
relationship with the past could be formed through dive visits and renovated
spaces in combination with veteran stories. It was the attractiveness of these
new personal encounters and the stories of treasure that kept sports divers
returning to the Black Point and the U-853. As a result, the post-war narrative
of the Battle of Point Judith is filled with elements of memorialization and more
prominently salvage.
The Battle of Point Judith in popular memory as displayed through
journalism began as an example of a just American victory in 1945. It then
became a treasure hunting saga in the 1950s and 1960s and transitioned with
the Mason controversy concerning questions of ownership and human dignity.
This narrative continued to shape newspaper articles well into the early 2000s.
In this last stage, the press became focused on the memorialization of the war
as the 50th anniversary approached, and the veterans reached an older age.
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All these stages worked together to construct a dynamic image of the Battle of
Point Judith’s place in post-war memory.
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4.1 SALVAGE OPERATIONS AND THE RELOCATION OF ARTIFACTS
Artifacts have been removed from the U-853 by divers since it was sunk
in May 1945. The removal of several artifacts was often publicized, so a record
of their retrieval and placement in exhibits exists. However, the high traffic of
sports divers to the wrecks resulted in the piecemeal removal of artifacts,
many of which are unknown to the broader public. Consequentially, the
material cultural landscape of the Battle of Point Judith was dispersed
throughout New England and potentially beyond. As exemplified through
journalist’s articles, artifact removal from the U-853 compared to the Black
Point was publicly discussed more prominently over time. Publicity meant
artifacts were more easily traced from their salvage to their placement in
exhibits or individual collections. The greater attention to the removal of items
from the U-853 demonstrated an unperceived permission to salvage that came
from its identity as a wartime enemy. Additionally, the motivation from stories
of treasure aboard attracted greater public interest. Comparatively, the
absence of significant dive and salvage narratives for the Black Point may
extend from its identity as a memorialized US ship.
The collection of artifacts from the U-853 began in May 1945 when US
depth charges and hedgehogs punctured the submarine. The US would
continue to bombard the U-Boat even after debris appeared on the water
surface. This was because sonar noted the submarine’s continued movement.
According to photographic evidence the debris items included a life raft, a
German captain’s cap, and aqualungs. They were collected from the surface
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by various American warships on scene and taken to Boston and collectively
photographed (Figure 9, 10, & 11). Some of the debris ended up on display at
the USS Slater Museum in New York, a restored sister ship of the Atherton.
Today, a small exhibit interprets the participation of the Atherton in the Battle
of Point Judith by displaying items of debris collected by the Atherton’s crew
from the U-853 in 1945. The exhibit demonstrates how photographic records
and recovered objects have been used in educational interpretations.
Exhibited artifacts from the U-853 were not all salvaged in 1945. A few wellknown pieces were retrieved years after the battle by salvagers like Burton
Mason and Oswald Bonifay.
During his work in 1953, Bonifay removed the U-853’s propellers and
sold them to J.T. O’Connell. They were then placed outside of Newport’s
Castle Hill Inn until in 2005 when the German Government, acting as the
propeller’s official owners, donated them to the Naval War College.175 The
retrieval of the propellers was not widely known, and when people began
asking questions, ownership was assigned to Germany. The issue began in
2004 when a local Rhode Island researcher and board member at Beavertail
Lighthouse Museum, Varoujan Karentz, investigated the propellers. He
wanted to create an educational public display at the museum. Karentz’s
research found that the propellers were indeed from the U-853, prompting him
to seek advice from an admiralty law firm on the legalities of salvaged
property. Karentz delivered his finds to Timothy O’Reilly in 2005, then ‘owner’
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of the propellers at the Newport Castle Hill Inn. The admiralty law office
advised that the propellers may still be considered the property of the German
Government and though in the temporary ‘ownership’ of O’Reilly through
private transactions, may be considered stolen property. After receiving this
advice, O’Reilly donated the propellers to the Newport Historical Society
(NHS) and Naval War College Museum. Almost simultaneously in 2004, the
German ambassador indicated they were gifting the propellers to the NHS and
the Naval War College for a public display on the U-853, the Battle of the
Atlantic, and “the unique naval history of Narragansett Bay.”176 As a result, in
2015, the propellers rested in the finished outdoor display at the Naval War
College Museum in Newport. It took ten years for the propellers to be placed in
this display (Figure 26). It is unlikely that they will ever be moved from their
location or loaned out to any other museum due to the direct nature of the
ambassadorial gift.177
Another major salvage controversy was the removal of the remains of a
German submariner in the 1960s by Burton Mason and their internment in
October 1960 at the Newport Cemetery Annex.178 The submariners’ identity
was unknown, but his age was estimated between 18 and 25 years.179 This
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was not the only salvage expedition and controversy in the 1960s. According
to the Fort Miles Museum in Delaware, a local businessman named Mel
Joseph “received permission from the German Government to raise and
recover U-853” in 1968.180 This was contested.181 While largely unsuccessful,
the salvage operation retrieved one of the twin Flak 38 20MM Anti-Aircraft
Guns that were mounted on the deck of the U-853. The gun ended up in
Delaware and in the 1970s it was donated to Delaware Technical Community
College (Deltech). Unfortunately, it sat outside in the wooded maintenance
yard unattended until 2004 “when the President of FMHA, Gray Wray, and
[Fort Miles Historical Association] board member Joe Johnson rescued the
gun” and began a long restoration process.182 The Fort Miles Historical
Association’s Museum in Lewes, Delaware currently exhibits the gun. Their
museum is a restored WWII coastal battery that has been converted into a
museum. This environment allows visitors to experience the lives of and
protective measures taken by the US Army coastal defenses during the war.
The anti-aircraft gun is one of a number of items that have been retrieved from
the wreck through salvage in the late 1900s or through debris collection in
1945.
Some of the artifacts have ended up in historical and educational
exhibits pertaining to the Battle of Point Judith, but the high volume of sports
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divers visiting the U-853 over the years has led to the removal of artifacts as
‘souvenirs.’ Newspaper reports acknowledge this practice by members of the
Newport Underwater Sportsmen’s Club in October 1959.183 The location of
many of these items may never be uncovered, but some individual collectors
have been more public with their salvage. An example is Captain Bill Palmer
who has repeatedly dived on the Black Point and the U-853, has salvaged and
preserved multiple artifacts, and has written a book and conducted multiple
interviews about his work. In a television interview, Captain Palmer claimed his
purpose for salvaging was to contribute context to the historical knowledge of
the period and the battle and provide closure to families of the deceased
submariners and sailors who will likely never see the return of their loved ones
remains. Palmer corresponded with some of these German families about the
conditions of the vessel and as a substitute for the return of their remains, sent
a piece of the wreckage bearing the name of the U-853. Artifacts salvaged and
conserved by Palmer include German maps, German foul weather gear, a gas
mask, a life raft, and a leather jacket. Palmer discussed these items and
others on the Lisa Saunders Show, a Connecticut based talk show in 2014
and, in his book, The Last Battle of the Atlantic: The Sinking of the U-853.184 In
addition to the correspondence with veteran’s family members and the salvage
and restoration of artifacts, Palmer also joined a group of veteran sailors in
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2000 for a commemoration of the American casualties on the Black Point.
During this commemorative ceremony, Palmer was tasked with delivering a
memorial plaque and wreath to the wreck of the Black Point. This ceremony
was attended by two living veterans from the Black Point, and other American
veterans and their family members who came to honor the services of
American sailors during WWII.185
It seems that each diver involved in the salvage of the U-853 and Black
Point has had their own motivations, but what remains constant is disruption to
the original site. The removal of artifacts from the wreck by sports divers or
other salvagers has decreased the archaeological integrity of the wrecks. The
legality of salvage operations and the discernment of ownership was and
continues to be contested. Had the US claimed the U-853 as a war prize
following the Battle of Point Judith in 1945, ownership would not have been
contested and the US would have held rights over how it was archaeologically
managed. Instead, ownership has been disputed and salvage has been
prominent. This has resulted in a dispersed material cultural landscape for the
Battle of Point Judith. Artifacts retrieved from the wrecks were relocated to the
Fort Miles Museum in Lewes, Delaware, the USS Slater Museum in Albany,
New York, the Naval War College Museum and Newport Cemetery Annex in
Newport, Rhode Island. This does not include all the items in private
collections recovered by sport divers.
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The Battle of Point Judith’s dispersed landscape demonstrated how the
artifacts have been incorporated into the preservation of the Battle of the
Atlantic’s historical memory in New England. However, the dispersal detracts
from the development of exhibits that specifically preserve local memory for
the Battle of Point Judith. The few examples of sites that exist within Rhode
Island are exhibits that give most attention to the Battle of the Atlantic and the
others are memorials whose style of interpretation differs from an exhibit.
Tracing the development of exhibits and memorials demonstrates how the
Battle of Point Judith and the Battle of the Atlantic culminated in post-war
memory.
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CHAPTER 5
MEMORIALS, MUSEUMS, AND MEMORIAL-MUSEUMS
The exhibition and memorialization of historical sites can be split into
three different categories - memorials, museums, and memorial-museums. To
understand the conceptual and practical differences between the three, it’s
helpful to examine examples of specific well-known historic sites within the
context of World War II (WWII). The examples will define the characteristics of
each method’s interpretation while addressing which methods are used for
interpreting the Battle of Point Judith and which are not. Besides the Battle of
Point Judith’s wrecks, two main sites are used as examples, AuschwitzBirkenau and Hiroshima. All three of these sites are related to WWII and have
a proximity to war-time death. Each site, in their own way, tracks the history of
death and destruction during WWII. As such, the producers, managers, and
exhibitors of these sites are responsible for their maintenance and effective
commemoration.
Auschwitz-Birkenau commemorates the genocide of millions of people
at the hands of the Nazi’s during the war, with a particular focus on the
extermination of Jews. The intensity of state sponsored death is reflected in
the commemorations which only include memorials and memorial-museums.
These venues keep loss at the forefront of their interpretations with an
emphasis on the lesson that such atrocities should never be committed again.
Hiroshima and the wrecks of the Black Point and the U-853 can be classified
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as sites of unrestricted warfare. Thus, death is expected and museum
interpretations, which can be more educational, can be developed more
readily. Educational themes include topics like strategy, technology, and
logistics. For Hiroshima, as an example of total war, there are educationally
based museum exhibits such as the display of the Enola Gay. However, the
drastic loss of life at Hiroshima prompted the production of more memorials
and memorial-museums, where the commemoration of deceased Japanese
was significant and the lesson not to repeat the use of atomic weapons was
delivered. The Battle of Point Judith was an example of unrestricted
submarine warfare and as such could deserve memorial-museums that
convey lessons against this style of fighting which targeted non-combatant
Allied vessels. However, so far only museums and memorials have been
developed. The museums include educational exhibits that discuss
technological and strategic developments, while the memorials cover direct
remembrances for those that died during the Battle of Point Judith. The
absence of a memorial-museum could be the result of the battle’s small
stature compared to Auschwitz-Birkenau and Hiroshima on the world stage.
The battle’s events remained mostly in the local instead of worldwide memory.
The death toll was smaller, it occurred during an act of war, and the material
cultural landscape, because of salvage, extends from the original wrecks
underwater to museums and memorials throughout New England.
Nevertheless, it is not impossible to produce memorial-museums for sites
recalling instances of unrestricted submarine warfare. For example, the U-505
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exhibit at the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry is based on similar
content found with the U-853 at the Battle of Point Judith and can be classified
as a memorial-museum exhibit.
By examining the commemorations for Auschwitz-Birkenau, Hiroshima,
and the Battle of Point Judith, definitions for the differences between
memorials, museums, and memorial-museums can be established. From
there, how the Battle of Point Judith has been commemorated in these
categories can be analyzed and the absence of a memorial-museum noted.
The analysis of major exhibits for the battle establishes its dispersed material
cultural landscape and how that dispersal has preserved the memory of the
Battle of the Atlantic in New England but decreased the memory of the Battle
of Point Judith within local Rhode Island memory. Through the synthesis of
information provided here and recommendations for future projects including
the potential creation of a temporary memorial-museum, a recentralization of
the narrative in historical memory occurs. Taking the time to collect this history
and deliver it in one location will help veterans, their families, and the Rhode
Island public have a more efficient access to their history.
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5.1 THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEMORIALS AND MUSEUMS
Terms such as memorial and museum have become loosely used when
describing a historical commemoration. At its core, a museum is meant to
provide an interpretive experience for the public to become immersed in a
historical context. Here, education about historical realities is the main intent.
A museum’s influence on the establishment of disciplinary knowledge has
previously been noted by Stephanie Moser in “The Devil is in the Detail:
Museum Displays and the Creation of Knowledge.”186 According to Moser, the
museum’s purpose is to give the individual an understanding of their current
state by establishing historical contexts and immersing them in critical
moments. It is the critical questions like, how not to repeat the past, that are
incorporated into the goals of memorial-museums. The traditional collectionoriented style of museums does not focus on commemorating the loss of life
as memorial-museums do but leaves visitors to ask and determine answers to
those big questions on their own.187 In the recent years, a debate has arisen
over how the two main focuses of a museum should be presented to the
public. These focuses are the historical context and collected artifacts.
Jennifer Tucker and David Serlin in their interview “Guns, Germs, and Public
History,” believe it is the responsibility of the museum to present pre-
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determined reflections and conversations while others like Stephen Well in
Making Museums Matter determine that exhibit modifications be considered
based on public feedback.188 The discussion on how best to present material
continued, but the notion that the museum’s purpose is to preserve historical
contexts and artifacts remains. Some curators achieve the preservation of
contexts through immersion methods, like exhibits constructed to replicate old
houses, sound overplaying to match the interactive venue, and using
reproduction ‘artifacts’ for crowd interactions.189 The preservation of artifacts,
including historical images, paintings, and texts provides further historical
detail for visitors to engage. While immersion methods use reproduction to
inspire, the addition of artifacts creates authenticity as a connection is drawn
back to the original time and location.
The use of images, artifacts, and texts for interpretations is also
employed by memorials. They facilitate the memorial’s commemoration of
deaths that occurred at a specific time or for a specific purpose. The deaths
may have been tragic or imbued with a greater purpose. Examples include
memorials that symbolize national pride and participation in war. This
association was previously discussed in a review of the literature and identified
by sources like Marzena Sokolowska-Paryz in Reimaging the War Memorial,
Reinterpreting the Great War: The Formats of British Commemorative
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Fiction.190 Examples of this connection in relation to WWII include the WWII
memorial on the United States National Mall and the USS Arizona Memorial in
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Memorials can also replicate gravestones through their
similar use of materials like engraved marble or stone. This is reflected on the
national stage by the US WWII Memorial and on a localized stage by the WWII
Memorial in Providence, Rhode Island (Figures 14,15, & 16). Memorials for
local events and people will often inhabit a location close to the event or an
area related to it. For example, the WWII Memorial in Providence, Rhode
Island commemorates individuals from Rhode Island who fought and died in
the conflict. Whereas the US WWII Memorial is in Washington D.C., the US
capital, because it commemorates all the US citizens who fought in the war.
Whether locally or nationally focused, memorials provide a space where
veterans and their families can come to remember their deceased loved ones
and passers-by can reverently observe how their place in history is being
remembered. The tragic loss of human life is intimately communicated at
memorials, and it takes great effort and tact to incorporate this loss
responsibly.
Ultimately, memorials and museums differ based on their purpose.
Memorials are developed with the purpose of commemorating loss and
museums are developed with the purpose of interpreting historical contexts for
education. Both may recall instances of death, but memorials focus on them
while museums incorporate them as a piece of a broader context.
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5.2 MEMORIALS
The approved methods of memorialization may differ based on the type
of site they commemorate. In order to understand themes that may be
particular to a site or transcend across multiple, it is appropriate to compare
the commemorations for the Battle of Point Judith to more notable sites from
WWII such as Auschwitz-Birkenau and the Hiroshima Peace Memorial also
known as the Genabku Dome.
The managers of Auschwitz-Birkenau, aware of the site's intense
identity, have taken a solemn approach to its commemoration. The blocks
constructed to house 700 prisoners each, which in actuality held around 1,200,
have been shored up, but no efforts have or will been taken to renovate them.
These were uncomfortable structures built of wood or brick with only long rows
of shelf style bunks and trough-like drains. The Nazi’s never designed
Auschwitz-Birkenau as a permanent structure and the managers of the site
have decided to reflect this by allowing it to deteriorate as opposed to making
renovations or developing reproductions. It was determined that taking such
actions would produce a touristy atmosphere, completely contradicting the
current function of the site as a memorial and graveyard. By eliminating an
entertainment atmosphere, the prescribed beauty and solemness of a
memorial is recognized, and it comes from an understanding of human dignity.
Another tendency of memorialization is the presence of marble or stone
markers that stand out against natural backdrops and convey the concrete
way the deceased impacted the world around them. Such markers convey the
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truth of that person or persons existence. Throughout the remnants of
Auschwitz-Birkenau are black marble markers commemorating the various
areas where prisoners were killed in gas chambers, burnt in furnaces, and
their ashes dumped in fields and ponds.191 The allowance of deterioration and
the presence of permanent marble plaques among the regrowth of greenery
reflects the deterioration and regrowth that accompanies the seasonal cycle
and the decomposition of the human body after death. Establishing the site as
the memorial and considering themes such as deterioration and the use of
various mediums, confirmed its identity as a witness to genocide during WWII.
This increased the intensity of its remembrance.192
Similar to Auschwitz-Birkenau, the Hiroshima Peace Memorial also
known as the Genbaku Dome, commemorates the victims of the atomic bomb
on a portion of the affected site. The Genbaku Dome sits near the hypocenter
of the area in Hiroshima where the first atomic bomb used in warfare was
dropped by the United States in 1945. Prior to Hiroshima’s destruction, the
Dome served as the Hiroshima Prefectural Industrial Promotional Hall, but
now it sits in the middle of the manicured Peace Memorial Park as a memorial
to the Japanese citizens who perished during the bombing. Similar to
Auschwitz-Birkenau, Genbaku Dome utilizes the old, abandoned, and
deteriorating structures in the memorial. The buildings ruins, reflect the
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intensity of the atomic bomb and produce an additional impact that recalls the
need for world peace following the atomic bomb’s introduction of
instantaneous deterioration and death.
The permanency of memorials and the presence of returning greenery
speaks to a trend in the memorialization of mass death where in the face of
tragedy, humans strive to define meaning. This theme is stated in AuschwitzBirkenau’s description as “a monument to the strength of the human spirit
which in appalling conditions of adversity resisted the efforts of the German
Nazi regime to suppress freedom and free thought and to wipe out whole
races.”193 Similarly, Genbaku Dome is recognized as “a stark and powerful
symbol of the achievement of world peace for more than half a century
following the unleashing of the most destructive force ever created by
humankind.”194 Thus, memorials strive to communicate hope, purpose, or
pride as condolences for mass death.
These well-known WWII sites use the identifiable themes of memorials
which include the use of stone markers, the presence of greenery, and the
placement of sites where the deceased passed. Communicated by the
deteriorating structures, these themes allow for the centralization of the
narrative so that memorials are produced in a few recognizable forms and
locations. However, memorialization for the Battle of Point Judith, differs from
Auschwitz-Birkenau and Genbaku Dome because it was an active wartime

193 “Auschwitz Birkenau: German Nazi Concentration and Extermination Camp (1940-1945),”
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engagement with capacity for victory on either side whereas, the events at
Auschwitz-Birkenau and Hiroshima were powerful and direct attacks on a
population without equal opportunity for rebuttal. Hiroshima is more relevant to
the Battle of Point Judith because of its status as a victim of wartime
engagement in the total war model. However, the memorials for both sites
exhibit differences as Hiroshima’s scale of death was greater and the atomic
bomb had a large impact on the global stage.
The same impacts that limit the production of memorial-museums for
the Battle of Point Judith also affected its memorialization. The battle’s
comparatively small death toll localized the recognition of its influence,
allowing for the dispersal of its material cultural landscape through the
scattered placement of salvaged artifacts. The result was the decentralization
of the battle’s historical memory across New England with one exception. The
crew of the Black Point is honored locally at Point Judith’s Coast Guard
station, and this memorial provides some centralization for one part of the
Battle of Point Judith (Figure 17). This memorial differs from the engraved
stone typically found at other memorials. Instead, it is a plaque similar to
markers found at historical sites throughout the US. It was put up by the
veterans of the American Merchant Marine, and was “Dedicated November
11, 1990, by the U.S. Navy Armed Guard and the U.S. Merchant Marine World
War I and World War II Veterans and Sprague Steamship Co.”195 The US
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Merchant Marine and the Naval Armed Guard were the two groups who lost
men when the Black Point was attacked. The plaque lists the entire crew,
categorizing the names of the survivors and casualties. The dedication of the
plaque aligns with an increase in press coverage commemorating the Battle of
Point Judith. The approaching anniversary of WWII sparked public attention,
and a renewed interest in the battle and the experiences of WWII veterans.
This reporting was the continuation of themes about the preservation of
individual dignity and experience that had been introduced when the German
submariner was disinterred in 1960 by Burton Mason and buried in Newport
that October (Figure 18). Five years later, in May 1995 Sprague held a
ceremony commemorating the Battle of Point Judith and the veterans of both
the Black Point and the U-853.
The plaque at Point Judith only commemorates US sailors. It
specifically lists the dedication as follows: “IN MEMORY OF: The S.S. Black
Point and crew. The last ship sunk in the Atlantic Theatre of War, on May 5,
1945 (1740 EWT).”196 The fate of the U-853 and the German submariners
aboard her are recorded but not specifically recognized in this memorial. The
separation alludes to another important factor in warfare memorialization, the
distinction between the remembrance of allies versus enemies. Memorials for
German submariners developed, but not in the United States. For example, in
Möltenort, Germany there is a memorial commemorating the submariners lost
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in conflict, during WWI and WWII.197 This memorial is specific in its
remembrance of servicemen lost in one military branch as opposed to the
commemoration of those lost during a particular event. In purpose, it is similar
to the memorial for the Merchant Marine that may be found at Kings Point, in
Long Island, New York. This memorial, like the one in Germany, follows a
traditional style, listing the names of those lost along with a commemoration of
their service on stone. The creation of different memorials for the same
conflicts across varying nationalities and branches of service demonstrates the
division of countries at war. Thus, memorials commemorated one country’s
own allies and deceased. For these reasons in combination with the narrative
surrounding the unjustness of the U-853’s attack so close to the end of the war
it is easy to see how early memorials and commemorations in US newspapers
aligned with the divided war mentality. However, as time passed and the 50th
anniversary of the battle approached, the perspective as demonstrated
through newspaper articles shifted, and the ceremony held by Sprague in
1995 commemorated the victims of the Black Point and the U-853. The
passage of time and the elderly state of veterans granted a new perspective
on humility in the face of death and a greater acknowledgement of its tragedy.
For the veterans, the loss of life seemed a tragic waste so close to the end of
the war.
Another factor present in the memorialization of the battle is its
placement. Unlike Auschwitz-Birkenau and Genbaku Dome which are on land
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and above ground, the remains of the Battle of Point Judith are wreckage on
the bottom of Rhode Island Sound. As such the original location is
inaccessible to the public, and even when out on location, the wrecks are
below water with no identifiable markers on the surface. These factors in
combination with the consistent salvage that displaced artifacts from the
wrecks resulted in a variety of locations for the battle’s remembrance. The
resulting cultural landscape is broad. The closest location to the original site
where memorialization occurs is the plaque for the crew of the Black Point at
Point Judith, Rhode Island. Attempts to provide the public with a closer
encounter of these wrecks includes some of the Synthetic Aperture Sonar
work conducted in recent years by National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). These sonar images prove to be informational and
impactful and like museums, they work to develop an educational approach to
sites identified as war graves. By examining the themes found in WWII
memorials, it becomes easier to identify what differences the Battle of Point
Judith as a memorialized site has to other notable WWII locations like
Auschwitz-Birkenau and Hiroshima. The memorialization of the Black Point
and the U-853 is comparatively less defined and more broadly distributed
thanks to salvage operations, its local stature, and the nationalities of those
involved.
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5.3 MUSEUMS
Museums are interpretations that work to educate the public on
significant stages in human history. The educational aspect of the museum
environment allows for a comprehensive interpretation. The Battle of Point
Judith has been presented in many different museum settings due to the
decentralization of its artifacts. The way these artifacts are exhibited sheds
light on various themes in museum interpretation while recognizing the ways a
decentralized landscape contributed to a more comprehensive memory of the
Battle of the Atlantic in New England.
The educational content found with the Flak 38 20MM antiaircraft gun
in Fort Miles Delaware focuses on the development of US coastal defenses by
the Army in the form of batteries. It is fitting then that the museum is housed in
a restored WWII battery. The gun’s interpretation contains information on its
original placement on the U-853 and gives details about the U-boat’s
commissioned date. A synopsis of the U-853’s activity against the Black Point
is also recorded and from that, the history of the gun as a salvaged item post
war is noted.198 Additionally, interpretation is given for the ammunition type
(20MM) that was used by German forces and consolidation for use in the
Army, air force, Navy, and submarine forces.199 In all, the Flak 38 is used as a
center piece for the interpretation of threats to the US coast and the ways the
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US Army built up its defenses (Figures 19 & 20). The act of transitioning this
WWII battery into an interactive museum submerses visitors into an
environment that resembles how it looked and functioned during WWII. When
paired with informational plaques, restored artifacts, and rigged sounds, the
use, placement, and impact of weaponry becomes easier to understand and
more engaging for a public audience. In addition to these interpretive
elements, the Fort Miles Historical Association has foundational items that
could be used in a broader interpretation of the Battle of the Atlantic in
American memory. The Flak 38 gun and its history as a salvaged item would
be integral to this effort along with the periodicals currently on display that
advertise the U-boat threat in 1942 following the rescue of 40 sailors.200
Additional content in their possession that could be worked into this
interpretation include artistic posters advertising the threatening nature of Uboat warfare and a very engaging hand drawn survey of the U-853’s wreck.201
The survey appears to be a free hand drawing of the U-boat from above and
from the side recording its damage. It is common to see these kinds of surveys
produced in conjunction with dives done by underwater archaeologists.202 Of
course, the production of such surveys is not limited to underwater
archaeologists and anyone diving on the wreck may put one together. While it
is unclear what date it was produced precisely, it can be deduced from the
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labeling that it was after the 1953 expedition that removed the propellers, as
the survey records “screws missing.”203 Such an image would be drawn
following a dive on the wreck and photos taken on the bottom may help with its
production (Figure 21). It is clear that the artist had a good understanding of
the U-boat and its damage, as it is thoroughly labeled and explains some
damage located inside the U-boat. Like the Synthetic Aperture Sonar work
conducted by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), this
survey adds influential information to the Battle of Point Judith’s place in
historical memory particularly within a post-war context.204
While the exhibit at Fort Miles filled in some gaps regarding the Battle of
the Atlantic and US coastal defenses, the smaller exhibit on the USS Slater
takes a more intimate look at the Battle of Point Judith and the contributions of
the SS Atherton. The Atherton is a sister ship of the Slater. As the Slater is the
only destroyer escort still afloat, it takes some space to commemorate the
Atherton’s actions.205 These ships were known for battling U-boats during
WWII as they escorted convoys across the Atlantic and defended naval task
forces in the Pacific.206 The museum holds tours of the ship allowing visitors to
experience what life was like aboard the destroyer during the war. Within this
immersive experience is a small section set aside for highlighting the
contributions of the Atherton’s crew through pictures and selected debris
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items, some of which were retrieved from the U-853 in 1945. By highlighting
these elements in an exhibit, the real threat of U-boat warfare along the coast
is communicated and the images and artifacts give documented and physical
proof of US efforts and how the Battle of the Atlantic came to the US coast.
The restoration of the battery at Fort Miles communicates the same idea that
any secrecy regarding U-boat action along the US coast during WWII is
undone through the display of artifact and photographic evidence. Additionally,
Fort Miles’ renovation of the battery invites the public into a deeper
understanding of the lives of those who contributed to coastal defenses. The
presence of crew photos and debris with painted images depicting how to use
the lifeboats further emphasizes the intention to personalize the experiences
of war while providing an element of proof (Figure 22).207 In addition to the
solidification of US coastal defenses in historical memory, the USS Slater
Museum and the Fort Miles Museum display themes that have become
associated with privately funded exhibits and those that have undergone
recent renovations and/or restorations to appeal to the public. Fort Miles and
USS Slater are both privately funded, and their restorations were completed
by volunteers in an effort to preserve these pieces of history. The methods of
restoration such as the inclusion of as sounds, lights, images, and guided
tours appeal to the public’s desire to encounter the lived experiences and
wartime atmospheres for the crews.
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This immersive model is not significantly employed at the Naval War
College Museum in Newport, but it does contain two well displayed exhibits
with an attention to the overarching history of the Battle of the Atlantic and the
Battle of Point Judith’s place within it. Highlighting the Battle of Point Judith
displays an attention to local history, an element that is important for smaller,
local museums. This example can also be recognized through the efforts of
the USS Slater and the Fort Miles Museums who pull from local volunteers
and highlight their involvement in the restoration process.
The main exhibit on the downstairs level incorporates the Battle of Point
Judith into an interpretation of the entire Battle of the Atlantic by highlighting
the involvement of the German U-853 (Figure 23). Additionally, an exhibit
board and wall pieces upstairs titled “Operation Teardrop: All Quiet in the
German Submarine U-853” gives a more focused look at the Battle of Point
Judith with particular consideration to the U-853’s crew. These exhibits display
how the U-853 becomes an avenue for the museum’s interpretation of
German forces in the Battle of the Atlantic. It joins the comprehensive
exhibition downstairs that includes the enigma code, US Naval strategy and
the individuals involved in its development and delivery, the Allied charting of
submarine activity, and the “Hunter-Killer Task Groups” who joined the
destroyer escorts with the purpose of hunting submarines along the convoy
route.208 The museum’s highlights of the U-853 include a model made by
Donald R. Preul, a list of the crew members with some of their known rankings
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and ages, a schematic of the U-boat Type IXC construction, a sea chart
plotting the wrecks of the Black Point and the U-853, and an article from the
1961 addition of the Providence Journal that briefly describes the Battle of
Point Judith and the current controversies at the time surrounding it’s salvage.
The downstairs exhibit emphasizes the broader history of the Battle of the
Atlantic with the U-853 model providing the German context for the conflict,
while the upstairs portion takes a closer look at local history with an emphasis
on the Battle of Point Judith in the context of the Battle of the Atlantic (Figures
24 & 25). The exhibit pieces include the U-853 schematics and crew details,
the Providence Journal article, and a comprehensive look at major events
associated with the U-853 pre and post the Battle of Point Judith. This
information is laid out on the exhibit board using a series of historic images
that give information on the USS Eagle 56, the Black Point, the U-853’s
Commander Helmut Frömsdorf, the influence of the enigma code, US efforts
during the battle, and its aftermath concerning salvage and the body of the
disinterred submariner from the 1960s. In all, the exhibit board is meant as a
visual tool for the Providence Journal article from the 1960s on the wall
adjacent it. By these means the Battle of Point Judith is addressed as an
important piece of local history. However, it is not quite as comprehensive as
the exhibit on the first floor which includes various forms of media, including
historical video, images, and models that address major events and players
throughout the Battle of the Atlantic. The exhibits both demonstrate a trend
towards reflection on German involvement. This trend may be attributed to a
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historical desire to interpret all facets of the confrontation or may be attributed
to the fact that in the post-war historical record, it was salvage operations on
the German submarine that caught people’s attention.
The trend continues outside with the exhibition of the two propellers
salvaged from the U-853. Their presence at the museum provides another
opportunity in which the activities of the U-853 in the Battle of Point Judith may
be interpreted. Sequentially, the exhibition of the upstairs board came first and
according to the estimates of the Curator Robert Doane and the staff, it is at
least fifteen years old if not more so. As for the propellers, they were given to
the US Naval War College in 2005 but were not installed in the outdoor display
until 2015. The downstairs exhibit was the most recent addition to the Naval
War College’s interpretations, opening in 2019.
The recognition and focus on the U-853’s casualties in exhibits took
time to develop after the war. After the 1960 Mason controversy the mention of
the casualties in any form of commemoration began with Sprague’s 1995
wreath ceremony. If the Naval War College Museum’s estimations on the
upstairs exhibit are correct it was a relatively short time after this ceremony
that their small exhibit board highlighting the involvement of the German crew
was produced. Attention to German involvement continued as the Naval War
College’s 2015 and 2019 exhibits developed. These focused on interpreting
the strategic and technological aspects of the U-853. The endeavors of the U853 and its crew provide context for the Battle of Point Judith while
representing the broader role of German U-boats in the Battle of the Atlantic.
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5.4 MEMORIAL-MUSEUMS
The criteria for the creation of memorial-museums are similar to those
used for the creation of memorials. As such, Auschwitz-Birkenau and
Hiroshima can continue to be examples for defining core themes in their
development. Adjacent to the Auschwitz-Birkenau memorial is the AuschwitzBirkenau Memorial-Museum where artifacts from the camp are housed. In this
context, the term ‘artifact’ takes on a different dimension as they were the
belongings of prisoners that were stolen from them upon their arrival. These
items include shoes, suitcases, and even hair.209 The extremely personal
nature of these objects is compounded by the photos of millions of prisoners
killed at the camp. Similarly, Hiroshima has the local Hiroshima Peace
Memorial-Museum with exhibits whose interpretations contain clothing and
other personal items lost and destroyed during the bombing. The museum
also uses images of the event to place visitors within the destroyed Hiroshima,
a Hiroshima, that because of redevelopment, no longer exists.
Both museums take a unique approach to the interpretation of the
event. They recognize that the amount of death experienced here must be
encountered and communicated in its intensity to the public. Memorialmuseums are a third method of interpretation combining the purposes of
memorials and museums by creating exhibits with the defined intention of
commemorating the dead through personal artifacts, images, and texts. This
combined effort communicates the intensity and personal natures of the
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tragedies through shock as visitors are placed in scenes the deceased
experienced. Such tactics allow the visitors to perceive the memorialmuseum’s central message, that these actions remembered here should not
be repeated. Memorial-museums can be at the location where events
occurred, but like other museums, they can highlight aspects that are felt world
and nationwide. The more universal interpretation means they can be located
away from the site itself. An example, of this is the US Holocaust MemorialMuseum located in Washington DC.
Issues in the development of memorial-museum’s interpretations may
stem from the varying classifications associated with that site’s events. For
example, Auschwitz-Birkenau is a site known for its directed genocide,
whereas the bombing of Hiroshima has been referred to as an example of total
war (the unrestricted method of warfare involving soldiers, civilians, and any
manner of weapons). The bombing of Hiroshima was a tragic and extreme
example of the total war model that had been used by both sides throughout
WWII in the bombing of civilian or manufactural targets. The US exhibited the
use of this model by dropping the bomb itself, while the Japanese reflected the
civilian involvement. In John Hersey’s book Hiroshima, eyewitnesses recount
seeing Japanese civilians taking part in the armament of the city, by doing
things like tearing down their own houses for war improvements. The sense of
civilian duty went so far that after the bombing citizens in Hiroshima like Mrs.
Nakamura, believed they could still win the war.210 It was not until the Emperor
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spoke to the people directly that they realized Japan’s surrender. As Hersey
writes, according to Mr. Tanimoto the people of Hiroshima were upset, but
they “followed after their Emperor’s commandment in calm spirit, making
whole-hearted sacrifice for the everlasting peace of the world-and Japan.”211
The bombing of Hiroshima is recognized worldwide because of the way it
impacted the race in technological warfare communicating the universal use
and cost of total war. Logistically this worldwide recognition is a double-edged
sword. The global recognition allows for the unique preservation and
commemoration of the event with the sphere of impact pushing interpretations
worldwide.
Events at Auschwitz-Birkenau were acts of genocide, Hiroshima was
classified as an example of total war, and the events of the Battle of Point
Judith follow suit with their classification as an instance of unrestricted
submarine warfare. Defining the battle as an act of war has seen remnants of
the Black Point and the U-853 separated from the original site through salvage
and placed in thematic interpretations. Examples include the 38-flak gun from
the U-853 that is now used by the Fort Miles Museum in Delaware to interpret
US coastal defenses during WWII. Another piece of the U-853, the propellers,
are exhibited at the Naval War College Museum in Newport, RI. Here the
propellers are used along with an interpretive plaque to commemorate the U853 and her involvement in the Battle of Point Judith (Figure 17). The
development of these exhibits was the result of salvage projects on both
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wrecks. The reason these exhibits exist in addition to private ones like Captain
Palmer’s collection of salvaged and restored artifacts stems from the fact that
while the wrecks were identified as war graves, that importance was not
governmentally enforced. As a result, people have salvaged items from both
wrecks for years, including Bonifay, Mason, and Palmer. This cavalier
treatment of the sites may be because the two wrecks are classified as
examples of unrestricted submarine warfare with the Black Point as the victim
and the U-853 as the aggressor. As a result, the distributed artifacts are
mainly from the wrecked U-853. The tendency to be more open about diving
on this location may have resulted from the U-853’s place in historical
memory. The U-853 was the aggressor against the Black Point and the
intensity of the United States response was not viewed as an ‘unjust’ form of
attack. Thus, the action was different from sites like Auschwitz-Birkenau which
oversaw the intentional and non-instigated extermination of populations. The
severity of the US response to the U-853’s attack can be traced to their role as
defenders of the US coast and to a sense of justice for the Black Point’s
destruction. Especially as it came following the order to all German U-boats to
cease hostilities. By this time the war was nearing its end, and peace treaties
were in the works. For whatever reason, the U-853 did not act on this order,
instead continuing hostile activity. The US responded in kind to the threat so
close to shore. The loss of the U-853 in combat and its designation as an
enemy vessel in American memory resulted in a precepted permission to
salvagers.
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As seen in the breakdown of the post-war salvage history, the
distinction of the site as a war grave was lacking and the treatment of the dead
cavalier. Mason’s recovery of the sailor in the 1960s and the dealings with the
story in newspapers depicts this. It is hard even now to fully grasp the
intentions of all involved. While the disinterment of the submariner without
proper burial arrangements was improper, the status of the U-853 as a war
grave was communicated more affectively following this event. A conversation
with Captain Palmer on January 18, 2022, and popular dive videos on the U853, reveal in the absence of specific government interventions, divers have
collectively implemented policies that leave the skeletal remains of the
submariners undisturbed.212 However, the disruption was not extended to the
artifacts and pieces of the vessels that salvagers have taken and in Captain
Palmer’s case restored and interpreted for public knowledge. Of course,
without an official and extensive wreck record, there can be no firm way of
telling what extent individual divers have removed artifacts or bones without
purpose or care. This complex history of post-war salvage is what has made
the development of memorial-museums for the Battle of Point Judith
impossible to date. The differences are particularly striking when compared to
places like Auschwitz-Birkenau and Hiroshima which witnessed more
significant death. The Battle of Point Judith’s losses have been recognized
through a process of gradual and localized memorialization that developed as
a result of private and not public or national recognition. It’s smaller stature on
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the world stage has not prompted calls for the development of a memorialmuseum. In all, the relatively smaller death toll resulted in a locally maintained
memory which allowed for the decentralization of the cultural landscape,
making the production of a memorial-museum to date unlikely.
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5.5 THE U-505: AN EXAMPLE
The lack of attention to the U-853 and the events of the Battle of Point
Judith, may be affected by the prior preservation of four other U-boats from
World War II (WWII), the U-534, the U-995, the U-2540, and the U-505.
However, it is the U-505’s extensive exhibition in the Chicago Museum of
Science and Industry that exists as a model for a memorial-museum related to
unrestricted submarine warfare. In June 1944, the U-505 was captured by the
United States (US) Navy’s hunter-killer force Task Group 22.3 off the coast of
West Africa when it surfaced following a heavy bombardment. From there it
was boarded by the Americans secured and secretly towed to Bermuda.213
Allied forces used the vessel to collect information on the technology used in
German U-boats including the enigma code messaging system. The capture
was kept a secret and the German prisoners of war not reported to maintain a
level of secrecy. Following WWII, the U-505 was destined to be scrapped, but
Admiral Dan Gallery, commander of the Task Group who had captured it,
convinced the Navy Department to transfer its ownership to the Chicago
Museum of Science and Industry. Here the U-boat was displayed as a
memorial to all the Americans who were lost at sea during WWI and WWII.
Between the late 1990s into the early 2000s, the deterioration of the U-boat
from its outdoor environment was noted, and a giant restoration and relocation
project began. In 2004, the U-505 was rolled into the underground structure
where it currently resides, and construction began to enclose it and develop
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appropriate educational interpretations.214 These developments included an
exhibition where the Battle of the Atlantic and its place within WWII is
interpreted. The displays are aimed at making the exhibit engaging and
integrate historic recordings, images, and sounds along with an emphasis on
newspaper headlines from the time and the Allied process of charting
submarine activity. Interspersed throughout this exhibit opening are pieces of
propaganda art from WWII that provide a stylistic emphasis for the period
contextualization. Other engaging exhibit aspects prior to accessing the
submarine itself include the title “TOP SECRET” over a doorway leading down
a flight of stairs toward the U-505 and artificial mannequins adrift on the sea
with an image of a torpedoed ship behind them, emphasizing the devastation
caused by U-boat attacks.215 This extensive exhibit works to provide visitors
with historical context in an engaging manner that also takes them through a
narrated story leading up to the U-505 itself and the interpretation of its
capture. Upon entering the room, the U-505 takes up most of the vast space
and reaches from floor to ceiling. The exhibit filters people out on the second
floor which is open to the rest of the room and allows you to gaze at the upper
portions of the U-505 (Figures 27 & 28).
Whether he foresaw these benefits at the time or not, the efforts by
Admiral Gallery in preserving the U-505 have allowed it to be restored and
interpreted to the extent that visitors can enter the U-boat and tour it with the
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modern additions of lights and sounds that could have been common on board
and present on the day of the U-boats capture. The U-505’s exhibition has
taken steps to immerse visitors in the history like the USS Slater and the Fort
Miles Museums strive to do. Aside from the U-boat itself, on days when tours
are not running, an educational exhibit can be found adjacent to it that has
recreated the main galley of the U-boat along with the radio room and the
kitchen space for visitors to walk through. Other interactive elements include
simulators that allow you to learn more about the use of the enigma code and
it’s deciphering along with a simulator where visitors can engage the U-505 as
a member of the hunter-killer task group. Other pieces highlighting the
technology aboard the U-505 include torpedo models with their forward portion
partially removed and an antiaircraft gun, whose origin and function is similarly
interpreted to that of the U-853’s anti-aircraft gun in the Fort Miles Museum.216
All these element’s work to serve the museum function of the U-505, but its
purpose is also as a memorial, and there are features in the exhibition that
highlight this fact.
The exhibition of the U-505 is an example of what a wartime memorialmuseum might look like. As stated in the examples provided by AuschwitzBirkenau and Hiroshima, the memorial-museums interpret the history of the
artifacts that are present, while emphasizing a central narrative or lesson. In
the case of the U-505, the original intention of its memorialization was to honor
the sacrifice of Americans who lost their lives at sea during WWI and WWII.

216

“The Restoration of the Remaining Flak 38 20mm Anti-Aircraft Gun From U-853,” 20mm
anti-aircraft gun from the U-853.”
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Since it’s move indoors, the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry has
attempted to maintain that goal, and as such uses the U-505 to highlight the
exceptionality of American efforts and sacrifices. It does this by recalling
American victories from the U-505’s capture to the extensive efforts taken in
moving it to Chicago, to the exceptional renovation and construction that
placed it in its current underground exhibit, the latter of which is addressed on
an exhibit board titled “The Final Journey: The U-505’s Last Voyage to its New
Home.”217 The plaque that was placed in front of the U-505 in 1954 during a
dedication ceremony when it was first installed outside the museum can also
be found on this exhibit board (Figure 29). Another plaque in this section of the
museum specifically commemorates the US Merchant Marines who
contributed to the defense of the United States during WWII and lost their lives
as a result. It is important to note that this recognition comes with forethought
about its significance by the curators of the museum. When discussing the
Battle of the Atlantic, the US Merchant Marine played a major role through
their efforts to protect US shipping from U-boat attacks. The extent to which
they were needed is communicated in a part of the exhibit prior to seeing the
U-505. Here the context for WWII and the Battle of the Atlantic is on display,
and several charts on the wall communicate the losses of merchant shipping
by year from U-boat attacks. The losses were extensive. The plaque
commemorating their efforts toward the end of the exhibit helps to bring this
narrative full circle. Alongside these exhibit boards and plaques are highlights

217The

Chicago Museum of Science and Industry, “U-505 Submarine,” exhibit, Kathleen
McCarthy, Chicago, Illinois, 2005.
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of individual US Naval and Task Group members responsible for the capture
of the U-505 including the medals they received for their service accompanied
by the official letter from the White House describing their referral. In addition
to the attention given to American sailors, the museum also takes a moment to
commemorate the German submariners and the captain in charge of the U505, Oberleutnant Z. See D. Res. Harald Lange. An additional mention of the
U-505’s crew comes in an exhibit board describing their secret capture and
prison time in Louisiana until after the war. As discussed, museums and
memorials have endeavored in the post war years to produce more extensive
highlights for all those involved in these historic events, particularly as the
generation that lived then became older. Overall, the extensive exhibition of
the U-505 is a great example for the potential construction of a memorialmuseum on the Battle of Point Judith. The central narrative of commemoration
of this potential memorial-museum requires careful thought.
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Figure 14: RI WWII Memorial218

Figure 15: RI WWII Memorial part 2219

218

“RI WWII Memorial,” June 19, 2020, Devry Becker Jones, photograph,
https://www.hmdb.org/m.asp?m=151721.
219 “RI WWII Memorial,” June 19, 2020, Devry Becker Jones, photograph,
https://www.hmdb.org/m.asp?m=151721.
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Figure 16: RI WWII Memorial part 3220

Figure 17: SS Black Point Memorial at Point Judith221

220

“RI WWII Memorial,” June 19, 2020, Devry Becker Jones, photograph,
https://www.hmdb.org/m.asp?m=151721.
221 “SS Black Point Memorial at Point Judith,” September 28, 2021, Rebecca Sobus,
photograph.
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Figure 18: The grave of the German submariner disinterred in the
1960s.222

Figure 19: Fort Miles Antiaircraft Gun Exhibit223

222

“The grave of the German Submariner disinterred in the 1960s,” October 8, 2021, Rebecca
Sobus, photograph.
223 “Fort Miles Antiaircraft Gun Exhibit,” January 2, 2022, Rebecca Sobus, photograph.
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Figure 20: Fort Miles Antiaircraft Gun Exhibit part 2224

Figure 21: U-853 Survey drawing225

224
225

“Fort Miles Antiaircraft Gun Exhibit,” January 2, 2022, Rebecca Sobus, photograph.
“U-853 Survey Drawing,” December 1, 2021, Jeff DiBella, photograph.
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Figure 22: USS Slater Exhibit226
Figure 23: Naval War College Downstairs Exhibit227

226

“USS Slater Exhibit,” January 11, 2022, John Epp, photograph.
“Naval War College Downstairs Exhibit,” September 27, 2021, Robert F. Doane,
photograph.
227
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Figure 24: Naval War College U-853 model228

Figure 25: Naval War College Upstairs Exhibit229

228
229

“U-853 model,” September 27, 2021, Robert F. Doane, photograph.
“Naval War College Upstairs Exhibit,” September 27, 2021, Rebecca Sobus, photograph.
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Figure 26: U-853 propellers at the Naval War College Museum230

Figure 27: U-505 from the outside231

230

“U-853 propellers at the Naval War College Museum,” September 27, 2021, Rebecca
Sobus, photograph.
231 “U-505 from the Outside,” February 12, 2022, Rebecca Sobus, photograph.
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Figure 28: The Inside of the U-505232

Figure 29: “The Final Journey: The U-505’s Last Voyage to its New
Home”233
232

“The Inside of the U-505,” February 12, 2022, Rebecca Sobus, photograph.
“The Final Journey: The U-505’s Last Voyage to its New Home,” February 12, 2022,
Rebecca Sobus, photograph.
233
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CHAPTER 6

TECHNOLOGY AND UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY IN NON-PHYSICAL
EXHIBITS
A memorial-museum for the Battle of Point Judith does not currently
exist, in part because the remnants of the battle are located underwater, the
decentralized nature of the artifacts, and the U-853’s status as a war grave.
However, there are other methods of non-physical interpretation that can be
used in a memorial-museum style project. These methods come from
practices in underwater archaeology and include underwater sonar imagery
such as Synthetic Aperture Sonar and detailed online exhibitions compiled of
underwater photos, historic images, schematics, and sonar imagery. These
non-disruptive efforts for historical site interpretation are exemplified by
NOAA’s (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) online exhibit for
the HMT Bedfordshire, the Synthetic Aperture Sonar conducted on the SS
Black Point and the U-853 and Project Recover’s endeavors using technology
such as sonar to locate, identify, and repatriate the crash sites of American
soldiers declared missing in action beginning with World War II (WWII). A
Synthetic Aperture Sonar survey of the U-853 and the Black Point was
completed by NOAA through the recommendation of the University of Rhode
Island using the Kraken Robotics’ KATFISH (Kraken Active Tow FISH)
system. Sonar works by sending out sound waves from a central device called
a “transducer array” which records their return and composes an image of the
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ocean floor based on the rate of their return.234 Synthetic Aperture Sonar is
different from the traditional sonar in that it does not wait for the return of the
sound to process the image, but instead overlaps the release of sound waves
to create a more detailed picture. This release method is a created or synthetic
array. The result is the production of a more detailed image at a greater
distance.235 The completion of this survey has provided NOAA, underwater
archaeologists, and the public not capable of diving with an image of the
wrecks on the ocean floor. The collection of this data brings the wrecks in their
current state to life and through them damage from salvagers, natural
deterioration, and the firsthand accounts of their sinking can be collected and
compared to create a fuller picture of their history post-war.
NOAA also used a Multibeam Sonar system while mapping the site of
the HMT Bedfordshire. This Multibeam Sonar is similar to traditional sonar
models, but it releases more beams in an attempt to capture a better image.
The Bedfordshire was a “British fishing trawler converted and militarized for
convoy escort and protection duties” that was sunk by the German U-558 on
May 12, 1942, off the coast of the Outer Banks in the United States.236 All 37
members of the British crew died in the attack. Starting in 2016, NOAA and
Britain’s Royal Navy agreed to work for the “protection, research, education,
and in situ preservation of HMT Bedfordshire.”237 This agreement led to the

234 “Synthetic Aperture Sonar (SAS),” National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Accessed March 2022, https://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/technology/sonar/sas.html.
235 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, “Synthetic Aperture Sonar (SAS).”
236 “HMT Bedfordshire,” National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Accessed
November 2021, https://monitor.noaa.gov/shipwrecks/bedfordshire.html.
237 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, “HMT Bedfordshire.”
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work displayed on NOAA’s website discussing the vessel’s history alongside a
highlight of the grave marker memorial for the crew in the Outer Banks and a
collection of underwater images taken while divers mapped the site. In
addition to taking pictures, underwater archaeologists also produce hand
drawn maps that display the layout of the wreckage on the ocean floor to
scale. The result is a map that displays the wreckage without decreased
visibility due to weather conditions, undersea life, and concretions. The
collection of this information on one page with image aides, sonar data, and
schematics produces a comprehensive exhibit of the wreck. The nondisruptive preservation of the Bedfordshire’s memory using Multibeam Sonar
and the surveying techniques of underwater archaeologists has created an
additional memorial-museum in a new online format. Finally, the work done by
Project Recover also utilizes sonar. It is applied when searching for the wrecks
of war ships and planes. Following an intensive research process, the team
covers a designated area with the sonar in hopes of finding underwater
features that may be wreckage. Next, they send divers down to investigate
and identify the feature. If it is determined to be the wreck they were searching
for, the recovery process of human remains begins. Whether remains can be
recovered or not, Project Recover will still put together a comprehensive
review of the wreck, including the sonar imagery, that identifies the conditions
of the deceased. Project Recover uses the skills and tactics needed by
curators and underwater archaeologists to identify and repatriate the remains
of American veterans missing in action. Their work relates to the same theme
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of loss and memory that is communicated in the creation of memorials and
centers on the preservation of human dignity.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Following an extensive review of the exhibition methods for AuschwitzBirkenau, Hiroshima, and the Battle of Point Judith, the differences between
three forms of commemoration, memorials, museums, and memorialmuseums are established. The methods of interpretation for each format are
defined and exemplified by these sites. However, the Battle of Point Judith has
not been interpreted as a memorial-museum and has largely been defined
through post-war salvage operations. This may have resulted from the battle’s
dispersed material cultural landscape, its comparatively smaller casualty
numbers, and its localized recognition at the time. Memorial-museums are
meant to convey a central message or lesson to their visitors that is thought
provoking and morally motivated. The Battle of Point Judith was a wartime
engagement where either side had the potential for victory. It was not an act of
state sponsored genocide as with Auschwitz-Birkenau, or a deadly bombing
without the opportunity for equal rebuttal as with Hiroshima, but its example as
an instance of unrestricted submarine warfare is a potential lesson for a
memorial-museum. The U-505 memorial-museum in Chicago provides the
perfect example of how this has already been done successfully. However, the
landscape for the Battle of Point Judith looks different than that for the U-505.
Comparatively, the U-853 was not claimed as a war prize following its
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destruction and the effects are seen through the dispersal of artifacts around
Rhode Island and New England.
A memorial-museum works alongside memorials and museums to
provide a deeper representation of an events memory in the community. If a
central memorial-museum styled exhibit were to be produced for the Battle of
Point Judith several elements should be considered prior to its production.
First, how the dispersed artifacts have impacted the preservation of memory
for the Battle of the Atlantic within their communities should be established. A
few significant artifacts taken from the U-853 are currently interpreted as
central pieces in the exhibits they inhabit. The museums such as Fort Miles,
the USS Slater, and the Naval War College Museum have all done incredible
work in preserving and interpreting the artifacts from the U-853. As in the case
of Fort Miles, the U-853’s anti-aircraft gun took volunteers years to restore and
install as a central piece to the museums weaponry and submarine defense
interpretation. As such, any effort to remove the separated artifacts from their
current homes to return them to a new permanent exhibit in Rhode Island
would be problematic logistically and relationally. A compromising solution
may be to arrange a temporary exhibition of these artifacts in Rhode Island
around the anniversary of the Battle of Point Judith. This method emphasizes
that artifact’s current interpretations are important for maintaining the Battle of
the Atlantic in the memory of New England. However, a temporary
recentralization emphasizes how these artifacts are connected specifically to
the Battle of Point Judith. Thus, a reemphasis on the maintenance of local
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memory is addressed. A temporary exhibit would preserve historical memory
while avoiding long term disruption.
In addition to museums, the Battle of Point Judith has also been
interpreted through memorials and commemoration ceremonies. Examining
them demonstrates the necessity for easier access. For example, the marker
commemorating the SS Black Point and the survivors and casualties of her
crew currently sits behind the gates of the United States (US) Coast Guard
base house at Point Judith. The stricter security is new since the plaque
originally went up, but it’s presence behind the gates makes public access
difficult. Likewise, the propellers from the U-853 are exhibited behind naval
security at the Naval War College Museum where they commemorate the lives
and activity of the U-853’s crew. The propellers sit outside of the museum, but
the museum’s placement on a base behind security makes visits from the
public difficult. The additional effort it takes to see these items limits the
presence of the battle in local historical memory.
The U-505 exhibit is a pertinent example for the construction of a
memorial-museum. The museum aspect would reflect that already developed
by the Naval War College in its 2019 Battle of the Atlantic exhibit, but with a
greater attention to the Battle of Point Judith. Additionally, what the Chicago
Museum of Science and Industry does well with the U-505 and what should be
considered in most public exhibitions is the delivery of content in relatable
ways for younger audiences. The immersive style of exhibits is engaging for
younger visitors who learn through hands on experience. It also makes
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learning more enjoyable for adults who are submersed in the history. The
practice of creating an environment that takes someone out of the world they
currently live in, to another environment entirely is a format that museums are
beginning to pick up as learning tools and can also be exemplified through the
structure of the Fort Miles Museum and the USS Slater. All aim to
communicate a story while immersing their audience in the experience. Thus,
associations with historical memories are substantial and impactful.
The impact of a memorial comes from stressing the sacrifice and value
of the lives lost during a commemorated event. As with the U-505, all
throughout the exhibit, the sacrifice of Americans at sea is communicated
through memorial plaques, newspaper headlines, and moving historic images
and quotes from people like Admiral Daniel Gallery which encapsulates the
entire purpose for the U-505’s memorial-museum. Admiral Gallery stated, “The
U-505 Submarine must be an inspiration for future generations of Americans,
bringing them home to the realities of war and the chances their fathers took to
preserve their liberties.”238 Additionally, the recognition of German forces
makes interpretations for the U-505 and for the Battle of Point Judith more
comprehensive. Providing space for the interpretation of all involved is
important for maintaining historical integrity and in the case of the Battle of
Point Judith, for communicating a respect for human life and dignity. The
museum and memorial examples mentioned feature elements of physical
representation. However, as demonstrated through the work of the National
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The Chicago Museum of Science and Industry, “U-505 Submarine,” exhibit, Kathleen
McCarthy, Chicago, Illinois, 2005.
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Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and Project Recover, the
commemoration and memorialization does not have to be based on physical
artifacts but can be formed through a series of non-disruptive practices such
as sonar imagery and underwater photography. In locations where the
government is serious about applying a war grave protection status that
includes dive permits and monitored sites, these methods are extremely
helpful for constructing online exhibits and memorials that are still engaging for
a broader audience and focus on a reemphasis of local history.
In conclusion, the Battle of Point Judith and its associated wrecks, the
German U-853 and the American Black Point, display the positives and
negatives of memorialization and public exhibition for historical artifacts across
a decentralized material cultural landscape. After analyzing the characteristics
of memorials, museums, and memorial-museums it may be seen that the Battle
of Point Judith is represented in memorials and museums but not in memorialmuseums because of the dispersed material cultural landscape, the smaller
comparative casualties, and its localized recognition at the time. However, the
variety of exhibition methods including small plaque memorials, artifact
exhibitions, and online exhibitions of Synthetic Aperture Sonar images have
maintained the battle’s place in the historical memory of New England. By
specifically synthesizing the history of the Battle of Point Judith and its post-war
salvage a reemphasis on preserving its place in local memory develops. This
recentralized model counters the dispersal of the material cultural landscape
and recognizes the importance of the Battle of Point Judith as a piece of Rhode
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Island history. This project along with the recommendations and examples
provided by the U-505 exhibit convey that the creation of a memorial-museum
for the battle is possible. Due to the dispersed landscape, it may look different,
taking on a temporary or digital form, but its production would establish how
decentralized interpretations preserve New England’s memory of the Battle of
the Atlantic and how recentralized ones preserve Rhode Island’s memory of the
Battle of Point Judith.
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